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Give them something to fight over. 
  

Harvey Ellis Bookcase 

Original Design, 1903 

L. & JG. Stickley   
IRN IRE CCE) “We want our Stickley to become family heirlooms for our children and their children. 

PN Ae OTR ORCC SCL OTE oe ete Sec er 

The careful selection of the finest hardwoods, the use of time honored construction techniques, and the artistry of Stickley’s 

unique finishing process combine to create a furniture heirloom that will maintain its beauty and value for generations. 

Discover the Stickley Difference. 

SEO Chae 
SINCE 1900 

FOR THE LOCATION OF THE STICKLEY DEALER NEAREST YOU OR TO ORDER A CATALOG, CALL 315.682.5500 OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE. 
L. &J.G. STICKLEY, INC., STICKLEY DRIVE, P.O. BOX 480, MANLIUS, NEW YORK 13104-0408 

Cee CRS tee WWW.STICKLEY.COM



  

CALL FOR A DEALER IN YOUR AREA 

  

Arts & Crafts Rug-Inspired 

PeRSAN Desion Contest 
We want to see our rugs in Your home! 

  

  

      

Inspire others to use a carpet as a 
central element of a well-designed room. 

  

Winner Receives    

        

   

  

    

“A 4x6 Arts & Crafts 

carpet of choice 

* A feature photograph in 

our national magazine ads 

* Recognition at the 

Grove Park Inn Arts & Crafts 
Show in February 2010 

  

APPLICATION 
and official rules available 
ial lef] 01 Or-lg elim ae) an 

ENTRY DEADLINE 

November 30, 2009 ae 

SR | Mth imam 
eee ele a 800. 333. eon 

ti te ey 
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ON THE COVER: In the gabled country 

Victorian house in Dunstable, Mass., 

favorite collections are on display in the 

friendly kitchen. The worktable was 
inspired by one in Monet’s Giverny 

kitchen in France. Cover photograph 

by Edward Addeo. 

VOLUME V, NUMBER 3 

PERIOD INTERIORS 

A Church-mouse Victorian 
A friendly New England house is cheery with 

  

hooked rugs, colored Depression glass, and family. 

BY BRIAN D. COLEMAN 

Call it cottage, farmhouse, or folk 

Victorian, it’s more cozy than ornate. 

BY BRIAN D. COLEMAN 

VISIT 

A Dream Downeast 
Memory lives in this simple foursquare house 

48 Country Victorian 

in Maine, where two artists live and work. 

BY JOYCE JACKSON 

HISTORIC HOUSES 

Samara 
It’s a great home in the heartland, a late project of 

architect Frank Lloyd Wright in Indiana, inhabited 

still by the owner who commissioned it. 

WRITTEN & PHOTOGRAPHED BY FRANKLIN & ESTHER SCHMIDT 

HISTORY GARDENS 

Garden Hideaway 
One example of the evolution of the garden shed, 

this sanctuary hosts tender plants—and parties. 

BY DEBRA PRINZING 
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Sheldon 
SHELDON SLATE PRODUCTS, INC. 

a ee 4 ake” 2 a 

ve Co i P 
- a 

  

Mi    

Slate - the Incredible Green Building Material! 
Durable, beautiful and versatile. Anti-bacterial, chemical free, healthy, stain-resistant, noncombustible. 

Unmatched in strength and durability. The natural colors, textures and inherent qualities of slate are 

in tune with today’s lifestyle demands for a home or business with warmth, elegance, charm 

and easy maintenance. Our U.S. slate is quarried to size and shipped to your door. 

Family-owned for four generations, we take pride in treating our customers and our land with respect. 

Middle Granville, NY. 12849 Monson, Maine 04464 

518-642-1280 « Fax 518-642-9085 www.sheldonslate.com — 207-997-3615 « Fax 207-997-2966
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A COLLECTION OF 

historically inspired, original ceiling fans historically Lae 

THE 
PERIOD ARTS 

FAN COMPANY 

888-588-3267 AVAL e ase Sa cerry   
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Barber Wilsons & Co. Ltd. 

Because true luxury 
is never a commodity 

  

We make faucets that don’t come back 

for people who do 

For more information 
contact us at: 

1.800.727.6317 

www.barwil.co.uk    sjenkinson@barwil.co.uk   
  

CLASSIC ACCENTS INC. 
‘PUSH BUTTON LIGHT SWITCHES: 
Bs) 7. 1ONBIdele HAND \ ee ee PLATES - 

Family owned & operated and serving the old house community for 25 yrs. 
We redesigned and manufacture a complete line of PUSH BUTTON SWITCHES 
including PUSH BUTTON dimmers. We also carry over 25 beautiful hand 
forged and punched wall plates. Tassels, picture cord, matte hooks & more. 

Call us 800 245 7742 * www.classicaccents.net 
Classic Accents p.o. box 1181 Southgate, MI 48195   
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editor’s WELCOME 

Ready for my rockin’ chair? 

  10 JUNE|JULY 2009 

OT HARDLY! When you love what you do, you find a way to make 

it work. Thus, I have an announcement to make: Old-House 

Interiors is now part of Home Buyer Publications and Active 

Interest Media. Despite continued challenges for print, and an ongoing 

housing slump, Old-House Interiors magazine is alive and well, part of a 

dynamic group with smart ideas for the future of publishing. I remain as 

editor-in-chief. And I promise that the work of favorite and familiar writers 

and photographers will continue to grace these pages. 

Home Buyer already publishes Old-House Journal, so a notable result 

of this merger is that OHI and OHJ are back together again. Long-time 

readers will remember that OHI launched in 1995 as a sister publication to 

OHJ, which I had owned and edited for many years—going back to when 

OH] was a brownstoners’ newsletter in Brooklyn. With the sale and resale 

of OH], the two publications had become friendly competitors. Now 

they’re siblings again, with opportunities for cooperation and growth in 

the whole field. Look especially for exciting new features coming soon on 

the websites. 

Media and publishing are changing—rapidly and unpredictably. 

Joining forces allows the print magazines to survive; in fact, they should 

thrive, given the great staff and resources at Active Interest Media. (Arts & 

Crafts Homes and Early Homes continue, too, as part of this new deal, along 

with our Design Center Sourcebook.) 

I have a great sense of relief; for both personal and business reasons, it 

was time for a change. It’s energizing for me to realize I’m saying yes again 

to projects such as books and lectures. I feel blessed that I’m able to stay in 

the wonderful company of old-house people and in my wonderful job, and 

_ I look forward to all sorts of new adventures. 

Patricia Poore 

letters@oldhouseinteriors.com 

CHRIS SPITTLE
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T: 1-877-650-5775 
Visit www.aga-ranges.com for other great 

products and an Aga dealer nearest you. eee een



  

news & 

\merican Gallery 
t MET Reopens 

If your summer plans 

  

include a trip to New York, 

be sure to see the newly 

reopened American Wing at 

the Metropolitan Museum 

of Art. Twelve of the Met's 

20 historic interiors, dating 

from 1680 to 1810, have 

been renovated, reor- 

dered, and reinterpreted. 

The wing's entrance—the 

ight-filled Charles Engel- 

hard Court —will showcase 

large-scale sculpture, 

mosaics, stained glass, 

and architectural elements. 

Nearby is the stunning log- 

gia Louis Comfort Tiffany 

designed for his Long Island 

balcony showcases a major 

recent acquisition: 250 su- 

perb examples of American 

art pottery made between 

1876 and 1956 (from the 

collection of Robert A. 

Ellison Jr.) that have never 

before been publicly seen. 

Stained-glass windows 

from the same period by 

Frank Lloyd Wright, William 

Gray Purcell, George Grant 

Elmslie, and George W 

Maher will also be installed 

nearby. Also on display are 

two new cases devoted to 

American jewelry, including 

early 18th-century mourn- 

ing rings and works of the 

Arts and Crafts period. (212) 

535-7710, metmuseum.org 

  

nin@)ag a=   
It's not surprising that a Cape Cod glass artist would 

come up with a wave as a recurring motif in his work. 

But it’s unlikely that the balls, vases, lanterns, and 

other glassware in the Seabubble series would have 

been as artful had MICHAEL MAGYAR not studied 

glassmaking in locations as diverse as California, 

Japan, and New Orleans over the course of a dozen 

years. To make the captured waves, he begins by 

gathering molten glass on the 
residence, Laurelton Hall acAiedatee dofal ipe, blowi til s It Michael Magyar’s end of a ong pipe, blowing unti 

about 1905. A newly con- Cape Cod studio are the bubble is 2" or 3" long. Next      

   

structed mezzanine-level welcome to watchhim he wraps another bubble with 

ee some color in the middle of the 

peeene. meee first bubble, then seals the mol- 
balls and pitchers. ser 5 | 

ten colored glass inside. With a | 

pair of metal tweezers, he twists 

and pulls the colored glass, mak- 

ing the characteristic wave pat- | 

tern. “It's probably done in less | 

than five seconds,” he says. 

Magyar built his studio in Sand- 

wich, Mass., in 1992 with the help 

of Japanese glassblower Chiyoji 

Asahara, a long-time colleague. 

“He's easily one of the top five 

glass artists in Japan,” Magyar 

Charles Engelhard says. Magyar also creates witch 

Court at the newly balls (also called garden balls): col- 

renovated American < ored glass orbs about 9" to 10" in 
hee ee - = diameter. To make them, he dips a 
and the Meeting- hot glass bubble into small pieces 

house Gallery, one of colored glass (called frit), all the while continuously 

of 12 refurbished turning the pipe. The colored glass melts into the clear 

period room: glass, creating a (mostly) uniform tint. Cape Cod Glass 

Studio, (508) 888-6681, capecodglass.net —meP 

  

The 
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Ceramic Tiles * Borders + Murals 
Since 1978 

  

  
  

“Historic White” Subway Tiles & Trim 
Matches Historic Tile for 1880's -1930's 

True 3x6 ¢ 6x6 + 4 Hex + 414x414 

With matching Surface Bullnose, 
Quarter Rounds, Decorative P-cap 

In stock and ready for delivery 

www.designsintile.com 

530.926.2629   
  

Antique Flooring Aged to Perfection 

Add Hand Hewn Beams and Barnwood 

Siding to bring a “Touch of the Past” to your next project. 

Conklin’s Authentic Antique Barnwood 

    

   
     

   

    

    

    

  

   

          

_--—s Wide Selection of Timeless 
and Functional Turn-of-the-Century 

7 Industrial Designs MN 

  Pulley-Lights.com 
1-866-320-8228 

  

Traditional and industrial lighting 
from the 1840's to the modern era. 

More than 700 items 

on our website. 

New items 
added weekly. 

  

    
www.PWVintageLighting.com 1-866-561-3158 

2 State Rd., Great Barrington, MA 01230 

, 

2 Wives Yotacted Replica ioe Caguisile C evi ¢ APUNGS 

For more than a century, designers and architects have enriched their 

projects with accent elements created by the DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION. 

Today we offer replicas of some fifteen thousand original designs, produced 

in varied materials. * Readily installed by tradespeople and do-it-yourselfers. 

* Uses: period restoration, remodeling, new building projects. 

* $35.00 for our six book set of illustrated catalogs. 

& Hand Hewn Beams, Inc. 

Susquehanna, Pennsylvania * Phone (570) 465-3832 

UTR TMI eT   DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION 
3610 SoUTH MorGAN, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609 

(P) 773-847-6300 * (IF) 773-847-6357 * www.decoratorssupply.com 
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TRUSTW°RTH STUDIPS 
WALLPAPER 
@ ih < 

OAK LEAF AND ACR 
CFA: V°YSEY 

WWW TRUST WORTHCM 
ay Size 746 

  

1847 &   
Boost YOUR HOME’s VALUE 

Bree Catalog on Our Handcrafted 

Solid Wood Doors: (800) 787 2001 
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museum's permanent 

collection, it has never 

been displayed before as 

a group. Organized by Se- 

nior Curator Jean Burks, 

the exhibition is grouped 

into four galleries, begin- 

ning with a re-creation of 

the music room. Other 

items in the show include 

lamps, stained glass, 

jewelry, ceramics, and 

metalwork. “Louis Com- 

fort Tiffany: Nature By 

Design,” through Oct. 25, 

(802) 985-3346, 

shelburnemuseum.org 

Nature By Tiffany 
Electra Havemeyer Webb 

(1888-1960), the founder of 

Shelburne Museum in 

Vermont, grew up in a house 

designed by Louis Comfort 

Tiffany on Manhattan's 

Upper East Side. So it's no 

wonder that a furniture suite 

from the Havemeyer music 

room is among the 75 items 

on display at a new exhibi- 

tion this summer. Although 

the newly restored suite— 

which includes a settee, six 

side chairs, two arm chairs 

and two tables—is from the 

  

The Pond Lily Globe, 

made by Tiffany Stu- 

dios ca. 1900-1910, on 

display in Vermont. 

Built between 1761 

and 1764, the Schuyler Mansion is 

the Georgian home of entrepreneur, 

Revolutionary War general, and 

U.S. Senator Philip J. Schuyler, who 

called it “The Pastures” for its setting 

on a bluff overlooking the Hudson 

River. The family lived here until 

1804, and it was the site of daughter 

Elizabeth Schuyler’s wedding to Al- 

exander Hamilton in 1780. Beautifully 

outfitted parlors and a library—all 

lavishly trimmed with ornamental 

plaster—open off an unusually large 

center hall. The stair baluster, built in Boston by a master carpenter and shipped 

to New York, features twist-style balusters and a graceful handrail. At some point 

the interior woodwork was stripped of original finishes, but in the 1990s, several 

glazes indicative of graining were discovered. Graining was rare in Hudson River 

Valley homes in the 1760s, so the re-creations by restoration expert Steve Jordan 

are figurative rather than literal. Maintained by the State of New York since 1914, 

the mansion is open for tours May 15—Oct. 31. Schuyler Mansion, 32 Catherine 

St., Albany, NY, (518) 434-0834, schuylerfriends.org 

  

TOP: A five-bay brick Georgian, the Schuyler Mansion dates to the 1760s. BELOW): (left) 

Schuyler probably bought “The Ruins of Rome” mural for the imposing two-storey hall 

in England. (right) The parlor features a stylish broken pediment overmantel and yellow 

ochre paint, a popular shade of the period. 
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Making the 

finest Pay 

art pottery on 

ere ETC ieee: 

Pirie ae ele) 
_— 

The finest quality and largest 
selection of sizes and materials 

  

Dept. £9905, 31 Jytek Road, 
Leominster, MA 01453 Seat ra 1 baa) ered ica ry.co ipa 

888-704-7687 

  

us | x 
sCERAMICS .# y 

new Osaka 

(a 
MASONEeEWOLE 

Classic subway tile 

SYaaenets the standard 

    
for traditional tilework 

subwayceramics.com    732-866-0451 mason-wolf.com PO Box 6224 Freehold, NJ 07728 
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* SAN DIEGO OLD HOUSE 

FAIR, June 20, South Park, San Di- 

ego Historic home tour and street 

fair, plus design consultations with 

Raz + Majette Designs (reserve 

ahead at 619/563-3982). South Park 

Scene, southparkscene.com 

RESTORATION TRADE FAIR, 

June 28, Long Beach, CA Rose 

Park Neighborhood Association, 

rpna-tradefair.org 

“ANCESTRY & INNOVATION: 

AFRICAN AMERICAN FOLK 

ART FROM THE AMERICAN 

FOLK ART MUSEUM,” 

through July 12, Delaware 

Museum of Art, Wilmington, DE 

Explores the artistic expressions of 

self-taught African-Americans from 

the rural south and urban north. 

(302) 571-9590, delart.org 

° “WINDSOR CHAIRS: THE 

FIRST GARDEN FURNITURE 

—FIVE CHAIRS & FIVE 

PAINTERS,” through Aug. 3, 

Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens, 

Boothbay Harbor, ME (207) 633- 

4333, mainegardens.org 

MUSEUMS OF OLD YORK 

DECORATOR SHOW HOUSE, 

July 18-Aug. 15, Mcintire 

Farm, York, ME (207) 363-4974, 

| oldyork.org 

MAINE ANTIQUES FESTIVAL, 

Aug. 7-9, Union Fairgrounds, 

Union, ME (207) 221-3108, 

maineantiquefest.com 

* ARTS & CRAFTS SAN FRAN- 

CISCO, Aug. 8-9, San Francisco 

Design Center, San Francisco Arts 

and Crafts furnishings, plus Art 

Nouveau, Western, Native Ameri- 

can and California Rancho (503) 

491-8980, artsandcrafts-sf.com 

Du a 
PACIFIC 

NORTHWEST 

  

eae Uae lla ey 

Agirlona 

bungalow porch 

a century ago, on 

view in Seattle. 

Arts and Crafts Northwest 
A new exhibition at the Museum of 

History & Industry in Seattle explores 

the history of the Arts and Crafts 

Movement in Washington and Oregon 

in the early-20th century. Curated by 

Lawrence Kreisman and Glenn Mason, 

the exhibition showcases more than 

100 objects from public and private col- 

lections. “The Arts & Crafts Movement 

in the Pacific Northwest,” on view 

through Jan. 18, 2010, is based on the 

book of the same title by Kreisman and 

Mason (Timber Press, Portland, 2007). 

The exhibition will travel throughout 

Washington and Oregon after its 

Seattle run. MOHAI, (206) 324-1126, 

seattlehistory.org. 

London Neoclassic 
One of England’s most respected neo- 

classical architects was Sir John Soane 

(1753-1837). His principles of space, 

design, and display have been taught 

to generations of students. While many 

of his buildings, such as the Bank of 

England, are architectural icons, his 

own house in London 

is his most enduring 

legacy. Operating 

as a house museum 

since Soane’s death, 

the dwelling has 

survived miraculously 

unchanged, allowing 

a rare glimpse into 

the world of this important 19"-century 

architect and collector. Rooms are filled 

with artifacts and treasures, including 

the sarcophagus of Egyptian king Seti |. 

* A brand-new book is the first to com- 

prehensively cover the history of the 

museum since Soane’s own account 

in 1835. Sir John Soane’s Museum, 

London by Tim Knox [Merrell Publish- 

ers, 2009] $49.95 —spc 

e » Sirfohn 
& * Soancs 

~ =. Musctm 
~: ayn Talay a! 
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CRAFTSMEN OF | th RI a: 
CUSTOM EXHAUST FANS rie L- 
AND VINTAGE GRILLES ia malvern eee 

971-570-3131 for the Great American SUN PARLOR 
Quality wooden shades from original design, manufactured to your dimensions FM oliiseteerer th aeel 5 

800-269-5697 = www.shutterblinds.com Cre 

  HOUSE OF 
ANTIQUE 
eee 

RCT T att 

Hardware & Lighting 

www.HOAH.us 

877-223-2650   

FINE CRAFTSMANSHIP IN WOODWORKING 

~ 

Sy-\ = i aW/ oC eT 610-756-6187 ~ WwW. HISTORIGCDOORS.COM 

Promo Code: ohi79 Hh)       
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Tee 
handelier 

Creating affordable 
crystal lighting for 
well-loved homes. 

Direct ... 1935 

www.chandelier.com 
or call for catalog 

Eden, NC (336) 623-6188 

Charleston Gardens: 
HOME AND GARDEN COLLECTION | 

Visit our online sh 
to purchase from the 
full line of cookware, rS 

A 

New York/New Jersey: 201-525-0024 
San Francisco, CA: 415-401-7778 

= : a Charlotte, NC: 877-478-8170 

ONGARDENS.COM. Denver, CO: PAVE Aen Lord 
> eS ; | SOAPSTONES.COM info@soapstones.com 

Puc oe UI pa 
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RICE ) _ | by Mary Ellen Polson 
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6 Laving in Marble 4 | 
An update on the Victorian wash basin, the Circa vanity is hand-carved from a single block of Cararra marble. The sink retails for 

$2,200, while the stand is $1,720 in a satin nickel finish. Both from Stone Forest, (888) 682-2897, stoneforest.com 

« Fancy Cabinet 
The Charleston Medicine Cabinet comes with a 

choice of glass, inlay, and finish options. Prices be- 

gin at about $515 for a medium-sized oak cabinet 

with plain glass. From Mitchell Andrus Studios, 

(908) 647-7442, medicinecabinetmaker.com   
   

      

   

Antique and Current = 

j This original Bradley & Hubbard oil lamp is stamped June 

18, 1878. The floor lamp conversion features a three-way 

dimmer switch and a handmade shade ($140). Measur- 

ing 5" tall x 19" wide, it’s $1,295.95. From Restoration 

Lighting Gallery, (860) 493-2532, myrlg.com 

Lots more in the Design Center at designcentersourcebook.com   
      OLD-HOUSE



  
  

Barn Red e 
The Bernard cord-hung pendant 

comes in dozens of colors and metallic 

finishes, with a choice of clear, ribbed, 

or frosted glass in several colors. In 

red with clear ribbed glass, it’s $234. 

The fixture can be stem- or flushed- 

mounted at additional cost. From 

Barn Light Electric, (800) 407-8784, 

barnlightelectric.com 

    

  

  

& Bridge Style o 
Reminiscent of Victorian plumbing fixtures, the new 

Bridgeford high profile faucet features a dual handle and 

side spray. Prices range from $965 for chrome to $1,354 for 

oil-rubbed bronze (shown). From Grohe America, (630) : | 
s82-771,gobeamercacom For the Summer Kitchen | 

It’s a Keeper 
The bronze frog will hold a soap or scratch pad at the ready by the 

kitchen sink. The frog measures 5%" wide x 4%" deep by 3%" high. 

It retails for $55. A set of two French triple-milled soaps is $12. From 

Charleston Gardens, (800) 469-0118, charlestongardens.com     

  

Glazing Days 
These glass panels are perfect for small-scale reno- 

vations in the kitchen and bath. Choose from more 

    
   

   

than 120 decorative styles, including mouth-blown 

and machine-rolled antique, pattern, color, and 

frosted glass. Order online; Bendheim, (800) 221- 

7379, bendheimcabinetglass.com    < Zingy Zinc 
The French Country Zinc range hood features a reverse-hammered finish. 

It’s one of many made-to-order options in zinc, copper, and stainless steel. 

Prices for a hood 48" wide x 36" tall are about $8,000 in zinc or copper. 

Contact Handcrafted Metal, (800) 755-0310, handcraftedmetal.com 

    
Lots more in the Design Center at designcentersourcebook.com       

  

 



  
Me ehecabinetmoker. com 
Recessed or surface mounted cabinets 

built to your specifications. 

Over 3 million possible configurations.       
  

Old world.chasm © 
Is NEW-again 

www.rensup.com/discount1   

50649 

Schoolhouse 

Mini Pendant 

  Meyda Custom Lighting A Meyda Tiffany Company 

Wien ofl 800-222-4009 * www.meyda.com 
   

    

  

      
  

  

      

    CROWNDDINT 
CABINETRY Custom. Period. 

Period styling. Furniture that fits. True custom cabinetry. 

Handcrafted to the finest quality. The perfect fit for your period home   800-999-4994 * www.crown-point.com 
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4 Frank’s Colors 
The Fallingwater Color Collection offers 13 shades from 

Frank Lloyd Wright’s residential masterpiece, Fallingwa- 

ter. All colors are available in PPG Performance, a zero- 

VOC paint, for $18 to $30 per gallon. From Pittsburgh 

Paints, (800) 441-9695, voiceofcolor.com 

1A Growing Palette 
The 250-color National Trust for Historic Preservation 

Palette features tints from historic properties across the 

nation. (The newest are from the Betsy Ross House.) 

Ultra Premium paint costs about $17 to $28 per gallon. 

From Valspar, (800) 845-9061, valspar.com 

  
  

  

Magic Swath = 
Scratches on your fine tables or 

chairs? Remove the evidence 

with the Tibet Almond Stick, 

a product your grandmother 

may have used to conceal 

scratches and water rings. 

The stick retails for $4.99. 

From Van Dyke’s Restorers, 

(800) 558-1234, vandykes.com 

ae 

* Rustic Ring ’ 

Acorn Manufacturing’s hand-forged Iron Ring door knocker features 

decorative incising. The compact knocker measures 4" wide by 6 4" 

high. In black, it retails for $201.95. Order through Signature Hardware, 

(866) 855-2284, signaturehardware.com 
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6 California Lantern 4 

The Historic California double lantern from the Anacosti line features a khaki 

  

    
    

    

wn lens and a rustic, Old Iron finish. The light measures 26" wide x 10 4" deep x 

27" long. It’s $1,518 from Steel Partners, (360) 748-9406, steelpartnersinc.com 

5 ee % ¢ PES ; | 

§ Woodwork Your Way 
Planning a major interior woodwork restoration? 

Columbus Wood Products offers a full comple- 

ment of interior wood trim, can finish all products 

to your specs, and offers complete installation and 

management services. For a custom quote, contact 

(614) 917-2700, columbuswoodproducts.com 

@ Quick Deck 
Now you can get AZEK decking built by 

Archadeck, North America’s largest deck and 

porch builder. AZEK is an easy-care composite 

material that resembles wood. Prices for decking 

are about $6.50 per square foot, depending on 

region. Contact (800) 275-2935, azek.com   
s Fishscale Beauties 4 | 

Hand-split and -sawn shingles in old-growth wood are typical of the work of 

Kerry Shackelford, a master of museum-quality restorations. These fishscale roof- 

ing shingles in cypress come with a 40-year warranty. They're $600 per square. 

From Museum Resources, (804) 966-1800, museum-resources.com | 

    

   

Lots more in the Design Center at 

’ ® 5 | 

@ It's Strong | & 

Gorilla Epoxy is a spanking new addition to the Gorilla 

Glue line of adhesives. Perfect for small jobs and quick fixes, 

the epoxy has a working time of 5 minutes and dries in 90 

minutes. The epoxy kit retails for $5. Contact (800) 966-3458, | 

gorillatough.com | 
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Around the World e 
The Wright is based on a draw- 

ing for a globe stand Frank Lloyd 

Wright designed for a Prairie Style 

house a century ago. The 16" globe 

and maple stand is one of a series of 

five Wright-style globes. It retails 

for $795. From Replogle, (800) 

275-4452, replogleglobes.com 

  
4 Baroque Beauties 
The imaginative interpretations of classic Renaissance 

and Baroque designs in the ornamental Classical Field 

Tile Collection are available in more than 300 colors. 

The tiles come in either solid color or two-tone rubs 

for $95 to $135 per square foot. From Dunis Studios, 

(830) 438-2996, dunisstudios.com 

¢ Clear as a Bell 

Just introduced as part of the new Clear Line, the Otis is 

shown in polished nickel with a clear shade and silver- 

tipped light bulb. The fixture sells for $109, reproduc- 

tion bulb included. From Schoolhouse Electric, (800) 

630-7113, schoolhouseelectric.com 

‘ Earthy Concrete 

    

  

  

  

  Earthcrete is a sustainable concrete made of many recycled elements. Much 

lighter and with far less Portland cement than standard concretes, it can be 

formed into almost any shape—including scored porch or patio tiles. For 

pricing contact Sonoma Cast Stone, (877) 939-9929, sonomastone.com    <2 & 
   

Ginkgo in Relief = 
Stunningly interpreted in high relief stoneware, the Ginkgo Panel features a 

hand applied matte bronze glaze. The 4" x 8" tiles are $64 each. The 2" x 2" 

gingkos are $20.70 per piece. Field tile ranges from $4.18 to $8.32. 

From Terra Firma, (803) 643-9399, terrafirmaarttile.com           24 JUNE|JULY 2009 

  

   



  

pessoa Keeps Paint Out. 
Cry ee RL 

888 -445 -2284 

Paint has been leaking and bleeding under 
www.bathandmore.com? _/-crROGTA rE PERERA oS a ane 

1). ee GaN ACE) 
ee ae Sea on cee e Shower Rods 

* Oversized Now touch-ups are a thing of the past. Shower Curtains | Bos as 

¢ Glass Cabinet “oeo FrogTape.com 877-FROGTAPE 
& Door Knobs 

3 e Farm House 
Kitchen Sinks 

= iy Faucets 

e Pull Chain 
Toilets 

re your | . = s 

_FROGTAPE. Catalog . 
Today! Made by Shurtape 

  

      

       

    
      

      

  

  

INTRODUCING: 

Damask Wallpapers 

= 

shown here: “Berkshire” 
on 

KENNEBEC Browse our entire catalog of fine wallpapers 

Company EVM mre ore asandere ellie deere 

“Designers C& Gabinetmakers Established 1974 Bradbury 2 Bradbury 

Tel: (207) 443-2131 www.kennebeecompany.com   
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KITCHENS & baths 

TURNING AN EXTRA 
BEDROOM INTO A MASTER 
BATH MULTIPLIED STORAGE 
OPTIONS AND CREATED 
AN INVITING SPACE. 
BY CATHERINE LUNDIE 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY BRUCE BUCK 

ictorian 
O MATTER how hard they tried, 

Lou Toboz and Ron Walker 

couldn’t make peace with the ma- 

  

roon-and-pink tiled bathroom in 

their 1887 Queen Anne. It wasn’t 

the exuberant color scheme— 

they’d lived in enough old houses to recognize and 

respect a circa 1940s re-do—it was the confines 

of the space. Original to the house, the narrow — 

lav was installed when, as Ron notes, “bathrooms aa ; aa 

were seen as a necessity rather than a luxury.” 

Rather than tamper with the existing vin- 

tage bath, the couple decided to act upon a long-   discussed plan: to create a master suite. Ron, a 

LEFT: In the newly cre- 

ated passageway that 

parallels the bath, an 

existing radiator was 

gussied up with a fresh 

coat of Krylon spray 

paint. RIGHT: The serene 

blue walls in the new 

bath pick up a shade in 

the bedroom frieze. Lou 

bought up the decorative 

tiles in the shower panel 

for next to nothing 

during a moving sale at 

a local tile showroom.   26 JUNE|JULY 2009  



Showerbath 

SOLUTION 
Victorian bathrooms—and clawfoot bath- 

tubs—are often smaller than today’s spa-size 

rooms. But you can add the luxury of space 

with a curved shower rod. All the rage now 

in upscale hotels, curved shower rods add 

a few crucial inches of extra space and help 

you avoid one of the less pleasant aspects 

of a tight shower area: brushing against a 

clingy wet curtain. Easy to install across a   
standard tub, curved rods come in stainless 

steel and bronze, as well as chrome or nickel 

for a period look. | like these: » Affordable 

Antique Bath and More (bathandmore. 

com) makes a simple and elegant curved rod 

that extends from 40" 

to 75" with a depth 

of 3 %" (at 40°) to 10" 

when fully extended. 

It’s straightforward 

to install if you re- 

member to securely 

anchor the flanges 

to the wall; then the 

rod slips inside and 

  

is held in place with 

The Double Crescent Rod (top) a set screw. Our fa- 

and an elegant curved rod. i 
vorite rings or shower 

pins are the roller-ball models, which slide 

like ball bearings. » Signature Hardware’s 

Crescent Shower Rod (signaturehardware. 

et
t 

bs
 

com) is increasingly popular for old-house   44
00
04
 

remodeling—especially their 60” offering that 

fits the length of a standard drop-in tub. And 

D
O
N
O
 

dO
04
 

we like their Double Crescent Shower Curtain 

Rod, which allows for an inner liner as well as 

a decorative outer curtain; double rods make 

handy towel racks as well. —BRIAN D. COLEMAN 
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LEFT & BELOW: Carpenter Jeff Loux created 

a short wall divider out of beadboard and 

a salvaged leaded glass window, enhancing 

the sense of privacy between bedroom and 

bath. The waterfall sink, patented in 1911 

is a salvage piece. Water flows out beneath 

the porcelain bump at the center of the basin. 

BOTTOM: The under-the-stairs powder room 

is lusciously Victorian. Its original door (which 

opened into the dining room) was relocated to 

the hall. In its place is a stained glass window 

that adds to the jewel-box effect.   
Mu 

eo 

be 

a 
OX XXX 

In what was a bedroom, the master bath incorporates 

art glass, a painted wainscot, and a ca.1911 sink for a 

timeless interpretation. Downstairs, the Victorian 

landscape architect, came up necessary), and hardware. 

with a design that involved 

converting a bedroom ad- 

joining the master bedroom 

on the second floor. Their 

wish list for the new bath in- 

cluded a walk-in shower as 

well as a walk-in closet. By 

the time the plan was drawn 

up by local architect Michael 

Burns, they had also eked out 

a hall linen closet, plus a tiny 

third closet in the bedroom 

next to the new master bath. 

Over the years Ron 

  

Lou, who was considering retiring from 

his social work career, says that timing drove 

their decision to forge ahead with their long- 

simmering plan. “I wanted to do it while I 

still had an income,” he says wryly. “It also 

seemed wise from a marketability standpoint. 

These days, a master suite is almost a manda- 

tory feature. If the time ever comes when we 

need to sell, we won’t have to take on such a 

daunting project.” 

While some might wince at the sacrifice 

of a bedroom, Jeff views it from a practical car- 

penter’s point of view. “In an old house where 

the bedrooms are small and have tiny closets, 

  

and Lou had gathered an array of architectural salvage, it makes good use of the space.” It’s much more efficient 

which they put at the disposal of carpenter Jeff Loux. than knocking down walls or expanding the footprint of 

Jeff decided to install a leaded glass window ina privacy _ the house — which was not even possible in this case. His 

wall that shields bedroom from bath, and a small stained argument is borne out by the dimensions: just 12' 6" x 10', 

glass window into the 3' x 5' shower enclosure. Both including the three new closets. “There’s not an inch of 

lend light and a feeling of airiness to the space. He also wasted space, but you never feel cramped,” Ron says con- 

salvaged and re-used all flooring, trim (replicating when _ tentedly. “It lives much larger than its actual size.” + 
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DECORATE WITH WALL WOKDD 
Everyday inspiration ...a bit of whimsy 

YOU A DAY 9F 

ORDINARY MIRACLES. 

  

asy-to-apply rub-on transfers for walls that 

mimic the look of hand-painted lettering! 

We also now have trees, clouds, baby 

names, logos, & domain names made in vinyl to 
advertise your business on your car. Preview 

your phrase, check the lengths, colors and fonts 

before buying at our site wallwords.com 

Wa FREE Catalog 
WORDS (888) 422-6685 
For 15% Discount for online, enter 2030977 
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Premium Shutters™ 

¢ Handcrafted with Modern Composite Materials 

¢ Unlimited Colors * Maintenance Free 

¢ Custom Made Operable Shutters 

¢ Lifetime Structural Warranty 

¢ 15 Year Finish Warranty 

Call for more information: (800) 470-0685 
www.CustomShutterCompany.com   
  

  

A STATEMENT OF 
LUXURY. 

A STATEMENT OF 

A STATEMENT OF 

  

WWW. BATHLIGHTINGANDHARDWARE.COM 

800-760-3278 

go Ss 
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QUALITY. 

STYLE. 

BALDWIN 
  

   

  

Milk Paint 
Outdoors? 

css What is stopping you! 
We are so excited 

* about this new twist 
in our product, 

that we can’t wait 
to share it with you. 

Visit our website! 

Submit a drawing, 
send us a sample 

or choose from our 
wide selection of 

profiles. 

     

  

   

    

    

    

  

    

Visit our website for 
an interactive price 

4 calculator and ordering 
information, or call 

614-917-2700.    

PAINT CO; 
800-339-9748 or www.realmilkpaint.com 

Columbus Wood Products 
www.columbuswoodproducts.com/cme       
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Chateau sur Merde 
BY DAN COOPER 

Chapter VIII of the Butchy Chronicles 

UTCHY was in search of a larger hickey: he wished 

to hang a chandelier made of deer antlers, hooves, 

and electric candles in his Wilderness Room, and 

he intended to connect it to the old gas nipple with the 

aforementioned piece of threaded steel. I had regarded this 

lighting fixture with a combination of amusement and 

horror (really, Butchy, how about some glass eyes as pendants?), 

but my comments had not deterred him. What was origi- 

nally a Colonial Revival library was slowly being trans- 

formed into Sagamore Hill, complete with stuffed por- 

cupine bookends and other unfortunate creatures whom 

a taxidermist had immortalized in quiz- 

zical expression: “is that thing loaded?” 

Butchy banged down the cellar 

stairs, visualizing the used coffee can 

where he might find the hickey. As he 

set foot on the dusty cement floor, he 

became aware of the cheery scent of fabric softener. This 

puzzled him, as the laundry room already had been re- 

located to the second floor. Sniffing about, he discov- 

ered the source of the Spring Rain wafting throughout 

the basement. An old soapstone sink, left connected for 

cleaning paintbrushes, was filling with suds and effluvia. 

This was problematic, as it indicated a waste-line 

blockage beyond accessible pipes, most likely underneath 

30 JUNE|JULY 2009 

the front lawn. Butchy was more than annoyed, for he 

had recently spent thousands having the old clay line dug 

up and replaced with pvc. It was an icy Sunday, of course, 

necessitating an emergency call to Ream-a-Nu-One. 

Half an hour later, Ream’s proprietor Swampy 

wheeled the heavy electric snake down the bulkhead 

steps and approached the four-inch cleanout with a 

large pipe wrench. As he tightened it down on the 

hex-fitting, he cautioned—as he did with every client: 

“there’s always a little bit of water when I open these up.” 

Neither Swampy nor Butchy was prepared for the 

For millennia, hominids have sheltered themselves 

in dwellings made as warm and dry as possible; only 

recently have they intentionally brought flowing water 

within their walls, resulting in both comfort and peril. 

geyser; indeed, it was as if a fire hose had been charged 

with (we shall use the approved euphemism) black-water. 

The stream knocked the unsuspecting sewer-guy on his 

back. Swampy recovered quickly, most likely from fear of 

typhus, and struggled to plug the cleanout, all the while 

screaming, “CALL THE TOWN! CALL THE TOWN!” 

Butchy raced to the telephone, and the fella at 

the ppw, after insisting that it couldn’t possibly be their 

ILLUSTRATION BY ROBERT HAIDER 

© IMAGES.COM/CORBIS
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Beautiful, exceptionally durable 
interior and exterior house 

paints from the Netherlands. 
Available at select retailers 

or direct. 

FINEPAINTSOFEUROPE.COM 

WOODSTOCK, VERMONT 1.800.332.1556       

The Crattsman/Prairie Valette 
from Olde Century Colors 

14 colors of our 36 color palette 
for your bungalow, craftsman or prairie style home 

Olde Century Colors, Inc. 
54020 Andrews Ave. 
New Carlisle, IN 46552 Canada N3B 207 

800-222-3092 866-789-7087 

www.oldecenturycolors.com 

Olde Century Colors (Canada) 
Elmira, Ontario 

These colors are thoughtfully 

selected for their appropriateness 
for craftsman, bungalow and prairie 
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  THE BEST IN... _ 
Unusual Fancy, 

Pull Chain Toilets, 

Claw Foot Bathtubs, 

Pedestal Lavatories, 

Showers, Foot Tubs, 

Sitz Baths, Kitchen Sinks, 

Rare Parts 

= ALL OLD 
s BOUGHT & SOLD 
s CRATED @ 
SHIPPED ANYWHERE 

  

    
e for information, call or write BS 

9645 Sylvia Ave., SS 

Northridge, CA 91324-1756 

(818) 772-1721 
www.vintageplumbing.com 

  

  Cy leit a Cy] 
1910-Style 
“Lydia” 

Water Closet 
NEW! 1.6 GPF 

PLUMBING 
your 

ANTIQUE 
BATH 

Original & Reproduction 
Fixtures & Decor 

Hard-To-Find Parts 

BATHROOM MACHINERIES 
209-728-2031 * www.deabath.com 
495 Main Street * Murphys, CA 95247 

Quality and Service since 1976 

       

    

   

The Ger s " * environmentally safe 

f b | non-toxic & odor free 

PUL EN iT TS § @ long wearing 

Chemically safe Historic Paints since 1974 \. * won't fade 

  

easy to use 

Introducing our 
Organic Milk Paint 
Especially for Walls 

View color samples & more information at > = gy 

www.milkpaint.com - > 8 = = 

(866) 350-MILK (6455) ~~ 
  

436 Main St., Groton, MA 01450 _~   
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New from Meredith Art Tile’ 

Maple Leaf Series 

Tronrock Since 1866 

330.484.1656 — fax: 33 0.484.9380 www.meredithtile.com   
WORLD CLASS PERFORMANCE SINCE 1930 
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KEMIKO 
DECORATIVE & INDUSTRIAL 
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COATINGS 

CONTACT US AT 

Deleon wy apie 

  
  

problem and suggesting Butchy call a plumber, admitted 

that the main line out on the street might, indeed, have 

become blocked. He’d be sending out a truck. 

The drama was unbeknownst to me, as I was not 

on premises. I had just rung my friend to see if he had 

any spare shellac flakes. (I was in the mood for some 

French polishing, as a lovely piece had been delivered 

recently, requiring my attention.) 

“lve had a shit-storm,” Butchy moaned into 

the phone. “Really, Dumpling,” I consoled. “It’s just a 

little water...” 

“No, it’s not. There are solids in it! And bits of 

paper! I’m going to burn my house down.” 

The thought of singed porcupines (not to mention 

some passable furniture and a very nice prewar Steinway) 

moved me to action. I appeared at Butchy’s door soon af- 

ter, clad in boots, rubber gloves, and a mask. By the time 

I arrived, the water had receded, leaving little beached 

whales all about his cellar. I grabbed an old snow shovel 

and began scooping, while Butchy howled in revulsion 

with each scrape of metal on cement. Donning respira- 

tors, we then mopped the floor with bleach. 

Later that evening, as we slumped into our black- 

vinyl booth at Get Bento (one of myriad sushi joints re- 

placing every pizzeria on the South Shore), I tried to find 

humor in my friend’s trauma. “Would you like tootsie- 

rolls for dessert?” I grinned, hoping to cheer him up. 

Butchy looked wounded. Today’s events troubled 

him: “It’s karmic payback for The Door,” he muttered. 

“Do tell,” I encouraged, as if 1 were hearing con- 

fession from a troubled member of my flock. 

“Many, many years ago—beyond all statutes of 

limitations—I was helping someone restore a house in 

Upstate New York. The cover to the septic tank had 

cracked and collapsed. The closing was only a week 

away, so the guy grabbed an old five-panel door out of 

the barn, threw it over the tank, and covered it with dirt. 

When the new owners moved in and began work, their 

rented Bobcat ran over the tank and dropped through. 

“No one was hurt, but I’ve felt guilty ever since 

because I didn’t say anything. Today was payback.” 

With a shudder, I wondered ifany of my past plumb- 

ing sins would be coming back to haunt me. I thought of 

the time I placed a paint-roller tray underneath a suspect 

waste line before closing up a Sheetrock ceiling. I’m not 

the first to sheathe a dodgy elbow with an entire tube of 

silicone caulk. I can sweat copper pipe with the best of 

them, but threaded fittings give me pause—it’s not like a 

 



solder connection, which is either good or bad; threaded 

fittings are ambiguous, they’re sneaky: they seem sound 

. then, they drip once every half an hour. 

Butchy toyed with his luminous gob of wasabi 

while I nibbled at the shredded turnip (or whatever it is). 

Why do we continually take wrench or torch in hand 

and not call in the pros? It was more than frugality, al- 

though that played a major part, and let’s face it, getting 

a plumber to show up for something as small as moving a 

sink two feet to the right is damned near impossible. 

For Butchy and me, it’s the combined blessing/ 

curse of being able to do your own work. I can learn to do 

this; why should I have to wait months for someone to show up, 

and then pay them a lot of money? Call it pioneer spirit, rug- 

ged independence, or foolishness, the attitude holds true 

for almost every old-house undertaking (with the excep- 

tion of floor-sanding and three-coat plaster work; unless 

you’ve done that for years, it always looks like a pry). 

Plumbing and electrical work require a leap of 

faith; you throw the breaker on a new circuit and pray it 

doesn’t snap back. You plumb by the book; but when it 

comes time to open the shut-off, you cringe as the rush 

of water compresses the air in the pipes, listening for the 

splattering from that one T-fitting you forgot to solder at 

all three ends, running a dry hand against joints searching 

for that tiny drop or, worse, that pressurized, pin-point 

stream pissing an arc across the kitchen. 

It’s always just fine (almost always). Yet as you 

cover up your handiwork with finish materials, the scene 

in your head is reminiscent of “The Telltale Heart”: 

an obsession with listening for the pulse—not of blood 

through ventricles of the deceased, but the tap-tap-tap of 

water, pooling in a stud cavity. 

We paid, left the sushi bar, and headed back to 

Butchy’s befouled home. There, I would pick up my 

protective clothing and car, and go home. Later, in our 

beds, we would descend into weary sleep, listening... . 

In my dreams, I’m walking through a massive 
wreck of a house; it belongs to me, yet there are rooms 
I’ve never seen before, an entire wing lurking behind the 

linen-closet door. The basement has vast, quarry-like 
chambers where water seeps through stone walls in tiny 
cataracts, and the attic has towering ceilings sheathed in 
rotting tongue-and-groove. The floorboards are pried up, 
and in between the joists are open trenches: Is it rainwater 
or sewage? I can never tell. 

Some of you dream that you can fly, others perpet- 
ually arrive late for final exams, naked and unprepared. 
I spend my resting hours holding back the flood. +     

Cabinet & Countertop Care    
. Energizing Grapefruit-Ginger 

° Cleansing Lemongrass-Lime 

. Inspiring Sage-Citrus 

. Naturally Fragrance-Free 

   
Visit us at www.HowardNaturals.com 

Neale aly or call 800-266-9545 for more information 

MOTAWI.COM 734.213.0017 
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The coatings industry 

keeps changing. Here's 

some help understanding 

product types and terms. 

The Skinny On PAINT BY GORDON BOCK 

arm weather brings the 

outdoor painting sea- 

son, along with a trip 

to the paint store. If, as you scan the 

shelves, you get confused or can’t 

find your favorite can, don’t be sur- 

prised. Products and labels are chang- 

ing a lot in the paint world. Some 

between-the-lines information—the 

skinny—may give you a handle on 

what you need. 

>latex vs. acrylic When manu- 

facturers developed the first modern 

water-based paints in the late 1940s 

(in part to allow painting of materials 

that were not totally dry), they based 

them on flexible, man-made com- 

pounds described by the marketing 

of the era as latex. None of these 

water-based paints ever contained 

natural latex rubber, and, at any rate, 

by the 1970s manufacturers were 

moving away from these early com- 

pounds in favor of acrylics—syn- 

thetic resins known for their non- 

yellowing clarity (think Plexiglass). 

The word latex continues to stick 

in the popular mind and is used in 

marketing. 

The skinny: Even within the 

fairly narrow category of water- 

based house paints, not all product 

formulations are the same. Manufac- 

turers who use a high percentage of 

acrylics in their product sometimes 

highlight the fact by labeling it acrylic 

paint. Others may choose the label 

acrylic—latex paint to make sure there 

is no confusion about it being water- 

based, or to indicate there is a com- 

bination of acrylics and other ingre- 

dients. While professionals debate 

the nuances of different formulations 

and products, these products are all 

water-based, and have the advantag- 

es of being low on VOCs and easy 

to apply and clean up. Water-based 

paints are more vapor-permeable 

over bare wood than are oil-based 

paints (helping building parts like 

porch columns to “breathe” or let go 

of moisture). And they generally last 

longer on masonry, which can break 

down oil-based paints over time. 

malkyd In a store, alkyds may be 

synonymous with oil-based paints, 

but in a chemistry lab, alkyds re- 

fer to a group of man-made resins 

widely used in the coatings industry. 

In basic terms, alkyd resins are the 

components that hold the pigments 

and which cure into a protective, 

semi-solid film when the solvents 

evaporate. Alkyds started to replace 

the natural ingredients in oil-based 

paint before the 1940s, so they have 

a long track record of high perfor- 

mance and versatility. 

However, the high VOC con- 

tent of most traditional alkyd paints 

ABOVE: Victorian houses especially call out for polychromy and picked-out details. Preparation and use of 

appropriate formulations assure a long-lasting, non-fading result. 
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TIME-TESTED 
DESIGN, NOT FADS 
AND DECORATING ADVICE 

YOU CAN REALLY USE 

IN THE MIDsT of gut-wrenching renovation, I planned 

my someday kitchen, imagined the period-style 

bathroom I would add, the leather chairs and wicker 

porch swing and Morris fabrics I would buy. Period design   
became my passion, which I share with you in 

the pages of oL.p-HoUseE INTERIORS. There’s noth- 

    ing stuffy about decorating 

history, nothing to limit you. 

On the contrary, it’s artful, 

quirky, bursting with ideas 

most creative day. Armed 3. Aa | 

with knowledge about the 7% omnis “d 

period and style of your :     
house, you'll create a per- 

sonal interior that will stand 

the test of time... an approach far superior to the fad- 

conscious advice given in other magazines. Join me. 

I promise you something different! 

( Amt PATRICIA POORE, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

To orpeR: Use the postpaid order cards opposite, 

or call 800-462-021 I and charge to Mc or visa. 

GiFts: Your thoughtfulness remembered all year— 

fill out the gift card opposite or call the number above; 

we'll even send a card to announce your gift. 

Oh ie Des me BO Boy § 
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The Only Magazine Devoted to Period-Inspired Home Design.  



means that many familiar products 

have been reformulated, restricted. 

or made impractical to buy in the 

push toward water-based paints. 

The skinny: Despite yearly ad- 

vances in water-based paints, alkyd 

(oil-based) paints are still unmatched 

for high gloss, durability in high- 

traffic areas, smooth flow, and good 

adhesion. So even with environmen- 

tal restrictions, they are still usually 

available in quarts. Alkyd primers 

are recommended over water-based 

primers (under both oil- and water- 

based topcoats) for problem surfaces 

like weathered wood or chalking 

paint; therefore these are still widely 

available in gallons. 

>voc regulations An um- 
brella VOCs 

organic compounds) are solvents 

acronym, (volatile 

and additives found in products 

of all kinds, from toiletries to an- 

tifreeze. Since VOCs cause smog 

and ozone depletion, the VOCs 

in architectural coatings—typically 

mineral spirits, naphtha, lacquer 

thinner, driers, oils, and alcohol— 

over, the regulations have exceptions 

for certain products. For example, 

while gallons of oil-based enamels 

and deck paints, used for generations 

on outdoor trim and porch floors, 

are restricted because they’re tradi- 

tionally made with high percentages 

of VOCs, they can still be bought in 

quarts in most areas, at a premium 

cost. It may also be possible to buy 

industrial maintenance coatings that 

are a suitable match for demanding 

applications like porch decks. 

>elastOmMerics In recent years, 

elastomeric wall coatings have gotten 

some press for their promise of a 

long-lasting finish that also addresses 

the problems of weathered surfaces. 

A type of exterior acrylic-latex ma- 

sonry paint, elastomeric coatings are 

meant to be applied in thick coatings 

that can bridge cracks, but remain 

flexible and tough enough to stay 

intact when cracks open and close. 

The skinny: Elastomerics are 

not a panacea. First, they cannot be 

applied to any surface where water 

may get behind them; and any crack 

over VYW6 in. wide 

peeling paint. These products are 

not clear stains, but coatings closer 

to oil-based paint, except that they 

contain perhaps half the pigment of 

paint. This means that they pene- 

trate the wood surface rather than lie 

on top of it in a film. The result is a 

coating that adheres well to rough or 

weathered wood, but does not peel 

or blister (because there is no film to 

  
Manufacturers are marketing modified alkyd — oud be caulked be- 

latex paints: alkyd resins combined in a water- fore coating. The thick 

block moisture movement). 

The skinny: Semi-transparent 

coating requires more based paint, for the best of both worlds. stains do the job for which they’re 

have been a particular target of the 

EPA. The result has been a series of 

ever tighter regulations leading to 

reformulations of many oil-based 

and solvent-based coatings, and in 

many cases discontinued sales. 

The skinny: Though the Clean 

Air Act restrictions on VOCs be- 

came national in 1999, effects on the 

consumer are not uniform across the 

country. Many states and regions, 

notably California and large cities 

including New York, have enacted 

their own, tougher standards. More- 
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material than  con- 

ventional paint, so the initial cost 

is higher. And the technology that 

makes the coating so flexible is cur- 

rently compatible with only a lim- 

ited range of colors. 

>penetrating stain In the 
1980s, paint companies began pro- 

moting semi-transparent stains de- 

signed to highlight the rough, grained 

surface of wood siding products then 

becoming popular for new houses. 

They also were touted for reduc- 

ing the maintenance associated with 

designed, but they are not paint. 

Generally, they cannot be applied 

over paint, nor do they perform the 

same way as paint due to their lower 

pigment content. While stains are 

easier to maintain than paint (usually 

needing only wire-brush prep rath- 

er than sanding), they may require 

more frequent recoating to sustain 

appearance and wood protection. + 

GORDON BOCK shares information 

about historic buildings, and lists his 

upcoming seminars and workshops at 

www.gordonbock.com see Resources P. 81 

CAROLYN BATES
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NOW THE COLORS OF AMERICAN 

LIFE CAN LAST A LIFETIME. 

When it comes to saving our historic places, the 
National Trust for Historic Preservation trusts Valspar. 

Discover more at valspar.com/HistoricColors. 

the beauty goes on  



decorator’s KNOW’HOW 

Whether you want a 

background that's calm and 

soothing, practical or lyrical, 

a backsplash in tile, stone, 

or pressed metal is a great 

way to give your kitchen a 

taste of personality.   
ACKSPLASHES GIVE A KITCHEN 

  

a lot of decorative bang for a—s 

the buck. In a small kitchen 

with a backsplash area of about 30 

i \ e 

  | | 

square feet, for instance, a prettyand ~—— anaes i ae | | 

functional splash can be had for un- aa aaa 

der $100 in pressed metal. On the 

f       high end, you could easily spend 

$1,500 or more for custom art tile, a 

tile mural, or stone. That said, there 

  

Backsplash PashiOH x ncccotecen 
are many beautiful options at almost   
every price point in between. All 

three types of material are durable 

and reasonably easy to keep clean. 

Let’s start with one of the most 

affordable choices: pressed “tin” — 

embossed steel, copper, or alumi- 

num. Dozens of patterns from the 

late-19th and early-20th century are 

available, some from makers who’ve 

been around for decades. The de- 

signs range from styles that will give 

your kitchen a pronounced Vic- 

  torian flavor to patterns that recall 

the Streamline era. [cont. on p. 4o] 

TOP: This award-winning — backsplash 

from Motawi combines decorative re- 

lief and field tiles. RIGHT: (top) A range 

hood backed with tile from Copperworks. 

(bottom) A copper backsplash from Frigo 

Designs adds sparkle behind the range. 

FAR RIGHT: A Mercury Mosaic splash fea- 

tures tiles of varying hues from the same 

color family, accented by a mosaic border.       38 JUNE|JULY 2009 

 



  

  

ercury 
mosaics 

        

  

  
Easy to Assemble. Easier to Enjoy. 

ee VixenHill.com — - 
\ 800-423-2766 mercurymosaics.com | 612.250.3299 | info@mercurymosaics.com 

  

        
  

ees 
DESIGNS 

PRESSED-TIN CEILINGS 
6",12" & 24” PATTERNS ~ adsl eal 

ate, & COMPARE 
WE HAVE SOME OF THE LOWEST PRICES 

CHELSEA DECORATIVE METAL CO. 
8212 BRAEWICK DRIVE * HOUSTON, TEXAS 77074 

spicata 2LONEe 
——_ Corporation 

TheTinman.com   
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There are 
Range Hoods... 
and then there 
is a RangeCraft 
Range Hood 

Since 1972, RangeCraft 

has been the First Choice of 

Ia ALLL 

MAL AAAS 
CS ad MALS 
ASU MO ARE LG 

selection of metals and finishes 
to make each and every hood 

TC 

ANY DESIGN 

ANY MATERIAL 

VAP Mali ite)s 

POS S40) pe 
RANGE HOODS MADE TO ORDER 

rangecraft.com 
877-RCHOODS   
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Tile is probably the most 

versatile of all backsplash 

options. The range of colors and 

finishes available in field tile 

for under $10 per square foot 

is literally unfathomable. 

Pressed metal is usually sold in 2' x 

4' sheets at prices that begin at about 

$3 per square foot. On the high end, 

you can have a metal backsplash fab- 

ricated out of materials that include 

copper, zinc, and stainless steel. 

Metal sheeting is a traditional screen 

behind a commercial-style stove. 

If you are ordering a custom range 

hood, consider asking your fabrica- 

tor to create a coordinating one. 

Tile is probably the most ver- 

satile of all backsplash options. The 

range of colors and finishes avail- 

able in field tile for under $10 per 

square foot is literally unfathomable. 

Handmade or glazed art tile usually 

costs more, but the range of colors, 

finishes, and other effects produces 
a superior tile with an exceptional 

appearance. “Decos’—tiles with 

pattern, relief, or a scenic design— 

range up to $100 per square foot 

and are often sold by the piece. Use 

these fancy tiles for punch as part of 

an overall design. Be sure to buy tile 

made by a reputable maker. Even in 

a generic color like white or gray, 

inexpensive tile can be of variable 

quality, with tonal shifts and stray 

marks that make the tile unusable. 

Consider the context, too. Got 

a plain white kitchen? Add color and 

texture with either a single shade, or 

mix complementary colors to cre- 

ate a pattern. A single color doesn’t 

have to be boring: field tiles come 

in dozens of shapes from square 4" 

x 4"s to diamond shapes and the 

classic 3" x 6" subway tile. To calm   

. > 

ABOVE: An ice-green subway tile with a 

panel tile accent from Meredith Collection 

brightens up a simple white kitchen. 

OPPOSITE (right): An unusual carved 

soapstone backsplash from RMG Stone 

Products. (top) Subway tile in a translu- 

cent, creamy white that matches historic 

period tiles from Designs in Tile. 

an otherwise busy, colorful, or too- 

bright space, choose subtle tones 

like cream, white, or tan. Tile of- 

fers scope for limitless texture, too, 

from soft matte to shiny satin; glazes 

range from mottled frogskin to satin 

as silky as boiled icing. 

If you are already installing a 

stone countertop, you can solve part 

of the backsplash equation by simply 

adding a run of baseboard-like trim in 

the same material against the wall. Or 

choose a stone in a contrasting color 

to brighten, cool down, or warm up 

the effect of the countertop. (Obvi- 

ously, you can also use tile or pressed 

metal, too.) Depending on the 

source, granite, marble, soapstone, 

and slate cost about $50 per square 

foot and up. Happy splashing! + 

  

 



Art TILE 
s AMERICAN RESTORATION TILE (501) 455-1000, 

restorationtile.com « ANDERSEN CERAMICS 

(512) 921-4771, andersenceramics.com 

» CARREAUX DU NORD (920) 553-5303, 

carreauxdunord.com # DESIGNSIN =| 

TILE (530) 926-2629, designsin 

tile.com # DUNIS STUDIOS (830) 

438-2996, dunisstudios. 

com @ DUQUELLA TILE (866) 

218-8221, tiledecorative.com 

» L'ESPERANCE TILE (518) 884-2814, lesper 

ancetileworks.com # MEREDITH COLLECTION / 

IRONROCK (330) 484-1656, meredithtile.com 

# MERCURY MOSAICS (612) 250-3299, 

mercurymosaics.com # METAPHOR BRONZE 

ye. 

(734) 213-0017, motawi.com «# NATIVE TILE 

& CERAMICS (310) 533-8684, nativetile.com 

» NORTH PRAIRIE TILEWORKS (612) 871-3421, 

handmadetile.com # PEWABIC POTTERY 

(313) 822-0954, pewabic.org 

# PRATT & LARSON (503) 231-9464, 

prattandlarson.com # RTK 

STUDIOS (805) 640 9360, 

rtkstudios.com « SUBWAY 

CERAMICS (888) 387-3280, subwaycer 

amics.com « TERRA FIRMA (803) 643-9399, 

terrafirmaarttile.com # TILE RESTORATION 

CENTER (206) 633-4866, 

tilerestorationcenter.com e TILE 

SHOWCASE (61 7) 926-1100, tileshowcase. 

  
Com «# WEAVER TILE (517) 529-4621, 

weavertile.com # WIZARD ENTERPRISE (323) 

756-8430, wizardenterprise.com 

(207) 342-2597, metaphorbronze.com 

« MOORE-MERKOWITZ (607) 587-9052, moore 

merkowitztile.com # MOTAWI TILEWORKS 

Slate, Stone & 
SOAPS TONE 
® ALBERENE SOAPSTONE (866) 831-5100, alberene 

soapstone.com # BUCKS COUNTY SOAPSTONE (215) 

249-8181, buckscountysoapstone.com «# GREEN 

MOUNTAIN SOAPSTONE (800) 585-5636, 

greenmountainsoapstone.com «# M. TEIXEIRA 

SOAPSTONE (877) 478-8170, soapstones.com e 

RMG STONE PRODUCTS (800) 585-5636, rmgstone. 

com «@ SHELDON SLATE PRODUCTS (207) 997-3615, 

sheldonslate.com # VERMONT SOAPSTONE (802) 

263-5404, vermontsoapstone.com # WOODSTOCK 

SOAPSTONE (800) 866-4344, woodstove.com   
Range Hoods & 

BACKSPLASHES 
= ARCHIVE DESIGNS (541) 607-6581, archivedesigns.com » COPPERWORKS (888) 530-7630, 

thecopperworks.com # ELMIRA STOVE WORKS (800) 295-8498, elmirastoveworks.com 

« FRIGO DESIGN (800) 836-8746, frigodesign.com # HANDCRAFTED METAL (800) 755-0310, 

handcraftedmetal.com «# HISTORICAL ARTS & CASTING (800) 225-1414, historicalarts.com 

# THE METAL SHOPPE (877) 685-7467, themetalshoppe.net # RANGECRAFT MANUFACTURING 

(877) RCHOODS, rangecraft.com 

Pressed METAL 
® ACP (800) 434-3750, acpideas.com # CHELSEA DECORATIVE METAL (713) 721-9200, 

thetinman.com s# M-BOSS (866) 886-2677, mbossinc.com «# METAL PEDDLER (724) 234- 

3930, themetalpeddler.com » W.F. NORMAN (800) 641-4038, wfnorman.com 

  
  
Handmade Stoneware Tile 

A Complete Line with Original Designs 
in the Arts & Crafts Tradition 

  

    www. TerraFirmaArtTile.com 
  

  

  

CUSTOM COUNTERTOPS & SPLASHES 

Stainless Steel & Copper 

All products are 
custom built & 
designed for you! 

  

     
   « Shower Enclosures 

oO 

  

      

+ Vanity Tops 

+ Cabinet Doors 
+ Wall Tiles 

  

  
Frigo Design » 1-800-836-8746 « www.frigodesign.com 

  

  

    

Maple Grove Restorations, LLC 

WU 
Interior Raised Panel Shutters 

Raised Panel Walls Wainscoting 
P.O. Box 396 Dept. OHI 
Andover, CT 06232-0396 

(860) 742-5432 
www.maple-grove.com 
Color Brochure: $2.00 
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Copper range hoods 
Tastefully priced for the new economy     

            

   

        

   

With a wide selection of styles and 
pricing, Copperworks gives you 

the beauty you want while staying within 
your budget. With a few clicks on 
www. TheCopperworks.com, you can 
build the hood you want with all pricing 
clearly displayed. 

Remember, our pricing INCLUDES THE FAN, 

   

  

LIGHTS AND FILTER! Be sure to consider Use promo code: OH59 
options such as patinas, heights for when ordering online and 

taller ceilings and our FREE texturing. get FREE SHIPPING. 

All full size hoods are shipped in wooden crates 
and online ordering is handled through 

secure servers. We make it easy for you. 
www.TheCopperworks.com 

bee 530. 7630 

   
       

   Coventry Madrid =| Sheffield 
Starts at $2870 Starts at $5990 Starts at $2790   

  

  

HIGH RELIEF 
KITCHEN 

BACKSPLASH TILE 

CLASSIC FRENCH 
STYLING 

CUSTOMIZED TO 
FIT YOUR SPACE 

  

andersenceramics.com 

  

  

    

    

     
    

Classic Gutter Oye LL 
Artistry, charm and eleganc 

PQ “Old World” style heavy-duty 
; ; = copper, aluminum and Carreaux du Nord 

Art Tile 

for architecture and accent 

galvalume half round gutters 

a Up to 26’ shipped nationally 

a 26 styles of cast fascia brackets   = Roof mount options available 

920 553 - 5303 

carreauxdunord.com (ers. con 
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A DREAM DOWNEAST 

Midcoast in Maine, lupines 

surround an old foursquare 

house restored through memory, 

attention, and art. (page 52) 6 

AT SAMARA 

A house by Frank Lloyd 

Wright, unchanged since 1954 

and still beloved. (page 58) € 

HIDEAWAYS 

A sun-catching sanctuary 

in Washington State is one 

example of today’s garden 

house, a far cry from the 

old toolshed. (page 64) 9 

  

OLD-HOUSE 12+ 20 

INTERIORS    

  

CHURCH MOUSE VICTORIAN 

Unfussy, not grand, this 19th- 

century house is comfortable, neat 

as a pin, and filled with folk art 

and handicraft. (page 44) @ 

COUNTRY VICTORIAN 

Call it cottage, country, or folk, 

  

the farmhouse type is simple and 

practical, but not without its 

period charms. (page 48) 
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LEFT: Three generations of the 

Kimpton family, at home on the porch: 

David and Marge, with daughter 

Jenny and grandchildren Caleb and 

Abbie. BELOW: The sweet and simple 

country Victorian house has a steep peak 

over the front entry. OPPOSITE: A door- 

yard garden buffers the welcoming front 

porch with its rockers and homemade 

lemonade at the ready. 

  
UNSTABLE, MASSACHUSETTS, 1976: Marge 

and David Kimpton buy an 1870 Victo- 

rian farmhouse and their friends tell them 

they’ve lost their minds. Vacant for years, 

the house offered 34 broken windows, 200 feet of rotten 

sills, decaying floorboards, and (as it turned out) three 

Dumpsterfuls of trash and debris. But it beckoned with 

simple charm: a peaked gable, a front porch that said   
welcome, and small but comfy rooms that looked out at 

a wooded setting. 

The couple loved the friendly little historic town. 

They knew this was a house where kids and dogs, cats, 

A Charch-mouse Ardorian, 
Unfussy, not grand, this 19th-century house is warm and comfortable, neat as a pin 

and quirky with folk art. BY BRIAN D. COLEMAN | PHOTOGRAPHS BY EDWARD ADDEO 
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BELOW: A broad shelf 

across a living-room 

wall displays an as- 

sortment of blue-and- 

white china. The silver 

Britannia tea service 

belonged to David's 

great-grandmother. 

OPPOSITE: Collections 

of colored Depression 

glass are displayed in 

various windows; this 

display of green glass 

bathes the pantry in a 

peaceful emerald light 

when the sun is low. 

  

ABOVE: Fourth of 

July is commemo- 

rated in a pillow 

Marge designed and 

patiently hooked 

over the course of 

chilly winter months. 

RIGHT: The family 

room is warmed by a 

wood-burning stove. 

The simple space has 

painted wood floors 

and family pieces: 

an inherited Shaker 

rocker and a wing- 

back chair.   
Furnishings reflect handiwork, appropriate for a 
farmhouse- or folk-Victorian family house: hand-hooked 

rugs and pillows, simple painted floors and woodwork, 
and comfortable furniture that was handed-down or 
picked up at local antiques stores and flea markets.   

gerbils, and hermit crabs would all find comfort. Marge 

and David not only raised their son and daughter and then 

two grandchildren here, but also hosted many foreign- 

exchange students and even the children of friends who 

arrived, sometimes unexpectedly, to live with them until 

they finished high school. Marge says the historic house fit 

them perfectly. Its farmhouse-style 19th-century character 

welcomed what Marge calls her “family of church mice.” 

EARLY ON, hired contractors did some major structural 

work. But the family put in much of the labor; their 

then-nine-year-old son Peter was thrilled when he was 

handed a sledgehammer and told to knock down some 

46 JUNE|JULY 2009 

  

walls. Some improvements were serendipitous: one day, 

Marge slammed the barn door and the dilapidated out- 

building fell down! So they kept the door (now serving 

a closet), bulldozed the rest, and expanded the southern 

end of the house, formerly a woodshed, into a much- 

appreciated family and game room. They insulated walls, 

updated plumbing, brought electricity up to code, and 

installed a gas furnace. The house was habitable after just 

several months. 

Cosmetic restoration, however, continued for sev- 

eral years. (Their daughter Jenny, who was an eighth- 

grader when they moved in, was so embarrassed by the 

old house her crazy parents had bought, she insisted on  
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Country VICTORIAN 
SWAGGED CURTAINS, heavy portiéres, upholstered sofas, dado and frieze, knick-knacks and 

objets: cranberry-glass epergne, silver tea set, porcelain figurines, a bust of Queen Victoria. If 

that’s what you imagine when you hear the word Victorian, but you know it’s not right for 

your 19th-century house, yours may be a folk or farmhouse Victorian. 

THE COUNTRY Victorian home was 

not so ornate, and it was less intimi- 

dating. Right into the 20th century, 

the United States had a rural econo- 

my, with fewer people in cities and 

the automobile suburbs still in the fu- 

ture. Authors such as Andrew Jackson 

Downing, who with architect AJ. 

Davis published Cottage Residences: A 

Series of Designs for Rural Cottages in 

1842, waxed romantic about the at- 

tractions of rural living. Downing 

provided plans for both elegant vil- 

las and uncomplicated cottages. In- 

teriors were simple and straightfor- 

ward, meant to be practical and to 

stand up to the rigors of a pastoral life. 

Call it cottage, country, or folk, Victorian 

doesn’t have to mean big or lavish. 

Built in 1869, this Upstate New York house 

was once a board-and-batten Carpenter 

Gothic cottage right out of Downing; 

clapboards and the verandah were added 

in 1910. The attic chamber has beds based 

on Swedish folk furniture, and floral fabric, 
handmade quilts, plain wood floors. 

ao 

BANE 

Color palettes were cleaner and 

brighter, less somber than in more 

sophisticated urban homes. Flocked 

wallpapers and fancy-stenciled and 

papered ceilings were too expensive 

and grand—and often unavailable 

—for a modest country residence. 

Walls and even floors were often fin- 

ished with a coat of milk paint, in 

Delft Blue, French Gray, or Ashes 

rs   
of Rose. Tastemakers of the period, 

such as Candace Wheeler, encour- 

aged home craftsmanship and deco- 

ration such as “painting of flower- 

friezes upon canvas which can after- 

ward be mounted upon the wall... 

a never-ending source of pleasure 

[with] . . 

which no merely professional painter 

. a charm and intimacy 

can rival.” 

STEVE GROSS & SUSAN DALEY (THIS PAGE) 

 



  

When wallpaper was used, one 

pattern, often floral (“gracefully toss- 

ing lilac plumes”), took the place of 

the fancier tripartite treatments en- 

couraged for high-ceilinged urban 

houses. Windows were covered 

with just a lace panel or semi-sheer 

glass curtain, perhaps with a valance 

or a single swag made from cotton 

or damask. Expensive Brussels and 

imported oriental carpets were rare; 

instead country houses used mod- 

est ingrain carpeting and matting. 

Hand-painted stained-glass windows 

were too dear for most. “Stained 

glass” in country homes meant an 

upper sash or front door with col- 

ored glass panes. 

Unlike the servant kitchens 

and butlers’ pantries of fancy homes, 

the country Victorian kitchen was 

all about domesticity “seasoned with 

love,” as Harriet Beecher Stowe ad- 

vised in her 1869 tome The American 

Woman’s Home. Simpie and clean, 

often with wood wainscoting on the 

walls and pine floors, kitchens were 

meant to be organized and practical 

for the farmwife, divided into stor- 

age, food preparation, and cleanup 

areas. Open plate racks allowed 

dishes to dry. Farmhouse furniture 

included the plain pine table coy- 

ered with a home-embroidered, red 

and white “Turkey” cloth and sur- 

rounded by rush-seated oak chairs. 

Furnishing in general reflected 

the frugal nature of life on the home- 

stead: inherited pieces and hand- 

me-downs, like a mahogany Empire 

buffet or commode in the parlor, 

combined perhaps with a spoon- 

carved “Eastlake” walnut center ta- 

ble and a stationary platform rocker. 

Many a parlor on the prairie boasted 

a pump organ or piano in the corner 

for Sunday hymns and inspirational 

family entertainment. —BDc 

  

  

  

/ fy 1k Wicker anda 

| hammock make an 

unused porch off the 

kitchen, now enclosed 

with glass walls, a 

elite lime arse 

holding her birthday party in a movie theatre.) Patched 

and repaired, the lath and horsehair plaster walls were 

painted Benjamin Moore’s Oxford Blue, lending a tradi- 

tional farmhouse look. 

Pieces from Marge’s and David’s families found 

their way to the house, along with furnishings found 

on antiquing weekends in Maine. Favorites are a tiger- 

maple dining-room table, and the four-poster bed in the 

master bedroom. A trip to Monet’s home in Giverny 

inspired the design of their kitchen table. While other 

tourists were admiring the gardens, Marge and David 

were stretched out on Monet’s kitchen floor, measuring 

his work table with dollar bills for want of a tape mea- 

sure, and sketching. David is a talented craftsman. He 

built an exact replica, down to the pegged joints. 

David painted the kitchen floors in a checkerboard 

of blue and cream, inspired by the painted floors Marge re- 

membered from the New England farmhouse she’d grown 

up in. Walls are painted in Ralph Lauren’s neutral but 
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More of Marge’s 

handiwork graces the 

master bedroom: a 

blue-and-white bed 

rug hung on the wall, 

and cabbage-rose 

pillows.   

warm Hopsack. The same Oxford Blue is on the kitchen 

woodwork (the local paint store calls it Kimpton Blue). 

Marge also remembered the Depression glass that 

sat on her mother’s kitchen table, souvenirs of movie 

dates in the 1930s. She began collecting and suddenly 

there was a lot of it. David filled the deeply recessed 

windows in the kitchen and adjoining pantry with glass 

shelves, which display watery green and party pink tea 

cups and creamers and sugars, little bowls and luncheon 

plates that sparkle as late afternoon sun comes through 

the windows. Anchoring the end of the kitchen, an open 

pine hutch holds dinner plates and ceramics. Even dis- 

counting Marge’s chocolate-chip cookies, the kitchen 

draws people to the heart of the home. 

The rest of the house has a farmhouse quality. 

Muslin curtains are gathered at the windows in the liv- 

ing room, which has an old sewing table, hooked rugs, 

and blue-and-white china. Rush-seated chairs surround 

the Sheraton-style dining table, along with a few painted 

Hitchcock chairs handed down in David’s family. No 

precious antiques here, Marge jokes; the grand-kids were 

still learning the fundamentals of dining hygiene. 

The old house is unpretentious but undeniably ap- 

pealing. Teenage grandson Caleb recently declared he 

plans to live here the rest of his life—along with the basic 

necessities: a truck, a snow blower, anda big-screen TV. + 

The Art & Craft of HOOKED RUGS 

MARGE KIMPTON explains that 

her love of handiwork is the 

result of growing up sur- 

rounded by three generations 

of aunts, all of whom loved 

to sew. From an early age, 

she was taught how to do 

nearly anything with a needle 

and thread: cross stitching, 

knitting, crewel, needlepoint, 

bargello, and quilting. Follow- 

ing a visit to the Shelburne 

Museum in Vermont in 1990, 

Marge was inspired to begin 

hooking rugs. After two de- 

cades, her work graces every 

room in her house, and she 

teaches the craft locally. Her 

themes range from patriotic 
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Fourth of July motifs to very 

personal designs, such as the 

rug called “Dunstable” in the 

family room, which shows the 

history and landmarks of her 

village. # Rug hooking has 

been around since the mid- 

19th century, but its popularity 

has skyrocketed since the 

1980s and today there are 

hooking organizations around 

the country. Here are Marge’s 

tips for getting started: « 

Check out hooking firsthand: 

find a class or group in your 

area by going to Association 

of Traditional Hooking Artists 

online website, which lists 

all of the regional chapters: 

www.ATHArugs.com # Start guide. Go to rughookingonline. 

with a commercial kit (usu- com « Remember there are 

ally about $40-100) that has 

all of the necessary supplies, 

no design rules! This is a 

then expand if you enjoy the 

experience. A kit will have the 

correct amount of wool precut, 

a design already drawn out on 

appropriate backing, and the 

right size hook included. You 

will also need a small frame 

and good pair of scissors. » 

Rug Hooking Magazine is a 

monthly publication that cov- 

ers the full range of hooking 

possibilities. Marge’s favorite 

book is The 20th Anniversary 

Edition of Rug Hooking, 

which is a great resource     

  
personal and creative process.



  sion glass, and green-handled 

i utensils are period collections. 
      



      HONEYMOON in Downeast Maine left a 

lasting impression. My husband Patrick and | are artists who 

share a mutual affection for antique houses. Running a suc- 

cessful restoration business in the Hamptons (Long Island), 

we longed for our own place to restore. In 2001, while surf- 

ing the Internet, we clicked on our dream: a simple hip- 

roofed farmhouse on an eight-acre farm overlooking Boy- 

den’s Lake in Perry, Maine. 

The solid house was built by Nathaniel and Mary 

Golding in 1893, and became the residence of their son, 

Robert N. Golding, from 1917 until his death in 1969. Mr. 

Golding was well known in the area as a farmer, hunter, 

woodsman, guide—and celebrated storyteller. 

When we began our restoration, we didn’t expect 

Dream Do 
Midcoast in Maine, lupines and Indian paintbrush surround an old foursquare 

  

house restored through memory, discernment, and living art. 

BY JOYCE JACKSON | PHOTOGRAPHS BY SANDY AGRAFIOTIS 
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“Our ideal 1930s re-creation” is what Joyce 

calls their kitchen. The 1920s sink was found 

locally after a year-long search. Work on 

paper is by Mary Rood Hendler: “Springs,” 

1983. A painted stripe border is in keeping 

with the old linoleum rug once tacked in 

place. Porcelain lights are antique. Bakelite 

switch covers throughout the house match 

pre-existing originals. OPPOSITE: The 

house on Golding Road is fronted by a field 

full of lupines. LEFT: Patrick Mealey and 

Joyce Jackson, with Hailey. 
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Mand vintage lamps furnish 
the living room, where Patrick's (ei MMUINeISMArelnlemel mantel Lil | 

VV) iia ee A 
/ a aa 

rOP LEFT: The chandelier 

came with the couple, from Long 

Island; Joyce found it in a potato 

barn. Patrick made the dining 

table with antique recycled legs. 

Grandma Mealey’s tramp-art box 

creates a perfect centerpiece. The 

chairs came from a barn in Perry. 

LEFT: Patrick’s sunlit studio is 

made up of two rooms combined 

into one during the 1960s. Easels, 

lights, porcelain-top table, and 

directors’ chairs are vintage. 

ABOVE: Footage of longtime 

owner Rob Golding making 

brooms is archived at the 

Northeast Historic Film Society 

in Bucksport, Maine; the hand- 

made hearth broom on the 

coffee table is one of his.



to find such a volume of mate- 

rial. Golding family descendants and 

friends have given us photographs, 

letters, and personal objects. 

We made a surprising find at 

the University of Maine Folklife 

Center in Orono: hours and hours of 

audio reels, recorded in the 1920s by 

Thomas Archibald “Archie” Stew- 

art, folklorist Dr. Edward “Sandy” 

Ives, and Maine humorist Marshall 

Dodge, of Rob Golding telling his 

legendary stories. They preserve the 

memories, wisdom and wit of Rob’s 

life in rural Maine during the late- 

19th and early-20th centuries. 

  
THE FARMERS’ foursquare block, built 

around 1893, consists of a central 

hall and the dining room, the liv- 

ing room (originally a kitchen), a 

bathroom in what was a pantry, 

and an office (the old parlor). Up- 

stairs now are his and hers studios in 

former bedrooms, along with the 

guest room that once belonged to 

Nathaniel and Mary Golding. 

The 1935 addition is home to 

today’s kitchen, patry, mudroom, and 

workshop (once the toolshed). The 

master bedroom is over the kitchen. 

Patrick and I have accom- 

plished extensive restoration, includ-   

Ta” ae aa 

Cae 

Robert Golding, a son of the couple 

who built the house, looms large in 

its history. Noted illustrator and 

historian Eric Sloane included this 

story about Mr. Golding in one of 

his books, The Spirits of ‘76: 

I remember Rob Golding, one of the 

last of that vanishing race of old-time 

Maine guides. “He is an old friend,” 

my wife said, “and he is coming this 

spring to prepare a garden for us.” 

One day in May, Rob arrived. 

The next morning, during breakfast, 

I began to wonder at what time one 

should awaken a 92-year-old man. 

At that moment he appeared at the 

kitchen door. “I hope I didn’t wake 

you,” he said. “Tried to be quiet, 

but I kept striking your confounded 

Connecticut stones.” 

He’d been hard at work since six 

o’clock. At the end of two days, Rob 

had laid out an extraordinary garden 

with a split-rail fence around it. I sup- 

pose local help would have made it a 

week’s work. When I brought up the 

subject of pay, Rob gave me a lesson 

in human nature. 

“Work is work when you’re paid 

to do it,” he said. “When you’re not, 

it becomes pleasure. There’s a lot of 

time in heaven for me to rest, so I want 

to get in all the working hours I can 

while I’m still alive.’” 

TOP: Golding House, 

circa 1898: built by Nathaniel 

and Mary Golding. 
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ing re-creation of an ideal 1930s-era 

kitchen, pantry, and bathroom using 

period fixtures, a vintage Florence 

stove, and the clawfoot tub that was 

in the house. Our philosophy has 

been to do as little damage as possible 

to the original fabric of the house, 

and to replace lost elements that are 

important. Our improvements have 

to respect and reflect the building’s 

116-year history. We’ve chosen fin- 

ishes inspired by the original choices 

of the Golding family. 

Throughout the house, simple 

rooms strike a balance between old 

(antiques connecting us with history) 

and new (contemporary art as food 

for the spirit). As for decoration, 

we surround ourselves with things 

we love. We use canvas pull-shades 

just like the originals we found in 
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  the attic. Antique rugs lay in every 

room—except in the dining room, 

which has a checkerboard painted 

floor under the square. 

Every room has its treasure. 

One grandma’s pantry cupboard sits 

in the office, another’s tramp-art 

box is on the dining table. An 1840s 

Connecticut ogee clocks keeps time 

in the living room, across from a 

six-board, dovetailed captain’s chest 

from Ohio. The 1820s mahogany 

Empire chest in the master bedroom 

was made locally. We hung a vin- 

tage Indian blanket over the balus- 

trade, along with a black sheepskin 

we found in the garage. 

A few years ago, I moved a 

later perennial garden from the front 

yard, to expose the original rock wall 

(visible in the archival photograph). 

Our heirloom orchard needed lots 

of TLC after many years of neglect— 

and the incursion of a Rosa rugosa 

hedge. Every June, the front and 

back fields fill with lupines. + 

PATRICK MEALEY and JOYCEJACKSON 

are a husband and wife design/build 

team who fashion one-of-a-kind, 

quality furniture, kitchens, and baths. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, see page 81 

  

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

  

  

  

  

          

  

  

  

    

CLOCKWISE: The salvaged maple 

door matches one seen in historic 

photos. The painting, “Totem #4,” 

is by Raymond Hendler, 1959. » Vintage 

lighting fits nicely, but historically 

it’s an anachronism, as the house 

wasn't electrified until 1949. Antlers 

were found in the attic. The sculpture 

is “The Bathers” by Hendler, 1967. 

® The re-created pantry houses 

the fridge, microwave oven, and 

toaster, along with vintage appliances, 

and tin, graniteware, enamelware, and 

stoneware. The old flour barrel is 

a convenient recycling bin. = A stone 

step was one of Hailey’s 

favorite spots.



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



WRITTEN & PHOTOGRAPHED 

BY FRANKLIN & ESTHER SCHMIDT 

THIS STORY proves that “you just don’t know until you 

ask.” In October of 1950, a young Purdue professor 

and his bride got it into their heads to ask Frank Lloyd 

Wright to design a house for them. 

It would be a modest house: John and Catherine 

(Kay) Christian were barely in a financial position to own 

any home, let alone one designed by a famous architect. 

Wright, who was 83 in 1950, was a living legend, al- 

  
ready considered by many to be the greatest American 

architect. 

To the Christians’ amazement, Wright took their 

request seriously, answering that he might very well de- 

sign a home based on his increasingly popular Usonian 

concept. Rather than a modular “everyman’s house,” 

though, the Christian house was to be a step up; Wright 

meant to design a house befitting a family who would 

The decorative copper fascia was designed in 1955—but due to technical and financial obstacles, not installed until 1991. Dr. Christian 

created a copper sulfite base formula to hurry along the patina. (Wright had tried using urine.) INSET: Owner Dr. Christian today. 

OPPOSITE: The Chinese lantern seems part of the room, illustrating Wright's philosophy that interior and exterior merge. 
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someday achieve an upper-middle-class position—and a 

family who was comfortable with new design concepts. 

TWO CHALLENGES, however, delayed the commission. 

Consistent with his worldwide practice, Wright was 

inundated with requests; in his seven decades as an ar- 

chitect, he had never been busier. For their part, John 

and Kay Christian didn’t have much money, having just 

begun their life together in Indiana.  



Over the next three years, the 

Christians and Mr. Wright stayed in 

touch, as the young family’s economic 

situation improved. In 1953, Wright 

agreed to meet with them again to 

review their ideas. He had requested 

that they put together material describing their intended 

lifestyle and what they felt they needed in a house. J 

and Kay wrote out a 27-page report, which detailed ev- 

ABOVE: Many planned design ele- 

ments were added years later; the 

Samara rug, which seems to show 

winged seeds in motion, was placed 

as specified in 1994. OPPOSITE: (top) 

With Wright's blessing, Dr. Christian 

imported ancient Chinese soldiers. 

(bottom) Natural light is part of the 

design; all the glass is %-in. thick. 

their house. 

Wright, the aging arc 

erything about their lives, and includ- 

ed photographs of themselves and the 

building site, along with topographi- 

cal maps. Their stated needs encom- 

passed a living room large enough to > 

hold fifty people, for entertaining and 

student and faculty meetings. In a third meeting with 

itect agreed to design plans for 
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When the initial plans were delivered, John and Kay 

felt that some design elements didn’t match their crite- 

ria. Put off by the architect’s reputation for being inflex- 

ible, they were apprehensive about approaching Wright 

with modifications. As it turned out, Wright’s dictatorial 

reputation was more the stuff of legend—and probably 

furthered by Wright himself. Wright had no problem 

revising the plans to incorporate a separate dining room 

(he elevated the dining space), and to move the bed- 

room away from the street to block noise. His redesign 

was in fact brilliant. He took the opportunity to reorient 

the bedrooms in mirror image, thereby creating a lanai 

now accessible to the bedroom spaces. He also lowered 

the house’s elevation so that road noises would pass over 

the roof of the one-storey dwelling, and he incorporat- 

ed evergreens as a noise buffer into his landscape design. 

John and Kay Christian found Wright sympathetic 

to their needs and gave him their total trust. He, in turn, 

found pleasure in being with the young couple and al- 
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ways welcomed their visits and calls. As was typical for 

him, Wright oversaw every aspect of the house, from 

furnishings to dishes and textiles. Every function and ele- 

ment of décor was considered, planned, and designed. 

Wright even had the idea for the name of the prop- 

erty—Samara, or winged seed. The word and the motif 

resounded with both Kay and John, and the theme is 

reflected in objects throughout the home. John and Kay 

never felt dominated by Wright or his designs; all three 

being of like mind, the couple welcomed his creativity 

and also his friendship. 

topay, Dr. Christian, a courtly gentlemen who has 

passed his 90th birthday, hosts frequent tours of his 

house, a rare place of living history, and recounts 

tales of its creation. (His wife Kay passed away in 

1986.) He is generous with his memories and his ex- 

tensive knowledge of Wright. And he is meticulous 

about keeping Samara as Wright designed it. + 

   



   
  

ABOVE: Origami (butterfly) chairs 

in Philippine mahogany were 

designed to integrate with the 

architecture. LEFT: “Samara” 

designs distinguish table linens. 

BELOW: Wright's favorite view of 

the interior: note the winged seed 

(samara) design in the clerestory 

windows, which change the 

interior lighting in each season, as 

Wright intended. The red light in 

the fireplace lends the area warmth. 

OPPOSITE: High-back dining chairs 

designed by Wright create a room 

within the raised dining area. 
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sanctuary of glass and cedar, where tendegplamts: \ 2 
i - » - P VO ny by oF o Xx 

thrive amidst old furniture and favorite.cavectiongs. > i 

BY DEBRA PRINZING | PHOTOGRAPHS BY WILLIAM WRIGHT \ )\\ . .  



OPPOSITE: A 20-by-20-foot 

cedar-clad “greenhouse” 

built with architectural 

fragments protects 

seedlings and plants amidst 

pottery and space to relax. 

RIGHT: An antique cupboard 

against the west wall holds 

McCoy pottery of the 1920s- 

1940s, in turquoise, mint, and 

jade colors. BELOW: Sunflow- 

ers in a McCoy pot sit in 

the tray of an early-20th- 

century produce scale. 

  
ORE SUMMER cottage than glass house, 

this hideaway in Washington State   is the centerpiece of what Michelle 

a & M Wyles calls her “farmer’s wife’s veg- 

etable garden.” It functions not only as a greenhouse, but 

also a place for collectibles and friendly gatherings. 

Two Gothic windows, which Michelle and her 

husband Rob hauled home from Hayden, Idaho, are 

bracketed by fifteen-light French doors installed as win- 

dows. Besides being a master gardener, Michelle is an 

antiques dealer who'd stockpiled architectural fragments. 

More Gothic millwork appears above the doorway, and 

vintage stained glass is mounted at the peaks of two of 
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the building’s four gables. 

Her design process was any- 

| thing but logical, Michelle admits. 

“You can be unrealistic and imprac- 

tical when you're making a garden 

building,” she says. “The beauty of 

this one is the juxtaposition of its 

fanciness with its humility. It’s not 

supposed to be la-di-da .. . it’s a 

manifestation of things that make 

me happy.” 

In the summer, doors and 

windows are flung open to infuse 

the garden house with the fragrances 

of roses and lavender. Rob and Mi- 

chelle host parties here, and benefits 

for charities such as the Yakima Area 

Arboretum, their local public garden. 

When the stars are shining above, 

the music is playing, and revelers 

are gathered at the large round table, 

Rob says it’s magical: “people and 

plants in their glory!” 

   
RIGHT: The illuminated gathering 

room at dusk: light glows in the 

gable’s Gothic rose window. 

BELOW: Around the shed’‘s peri- 

meter, bricks salvaged from an old 

school building were laid in 

a basketweave pattern. 

HIDEAWAY     
CHALLENGE 

PROGRAM 

INSPIRATION 

FEATURES 
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ABOVE: A collection of bird- 

houses is tucked against one 

wall of this toolshed, inspired 

by an old fisherman’s hut. 

“A room of One’S OWN” doesn't 
have to be in the house. Backyard structures sometimes bear 

no resemblance to the cobwebby garden sheds of suburbs 

past; today people are using them as studios, writing rooms, 

playhouses, dining pavilions—hideaways of all sorts. Look for 

lace curtains and window boxes, and cedar shingles instead 

of corrugated walls. Even toolsheds, of course, can be artistic. 

    
> STYLISH SHEDS AND ELEGANT HIDEAWAYS 

by Debra Prinzing with photos 

by William Wright [Clarkson Potter, 2008] 

A charming, happy, very pretty book 

full of ideas for building, furnishing, and 

i by * enjoying your backyard shed or writing 

ee Sa BS) den. [This article is an excerpt.] 

ANDELEGANT HIDEAWAYS 

and just published in paperback: 

> A SHELTER IN THE GARDEN 
Playhouses, Treehouses, Gazebos, Sheds, 

and Other Outdoor Structures 

by Pierre Nessmann [Stewart, 

Tabori & Chang, May 2009] Text 

accompanied by 175 photographs     ABOVE: Begonias grow in painted sap buckets on the 

wall of this little storage shed built of vintage materials, 

on a rural property north of Seattle. TOP: A garden shed 

(with room for a luncheon) in Texas Hill Country, this one is 

built from the same limestone as the area’s farmhouses. 

re-introduces bygone structures like 

  

pergolas and potting sheds.       
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Old House : 

Come learn how fo restore, 
refinish, design, and decorate 

your house in period-perfect style. 

Mfool alice me), 

Old‘House |NTERIORS JOURNAL 

  

HARTFORD, CT 
OCTOBER 16-18, 2009 
Connecticut Expo Center 

Held with The Log & Timber Home Show 

SHOP EXHIBITS 

¢ Specialty restoration products & services 

¢ Hard-to-find period items 

¢ Beautiful furnishings, fixtures, 
finishes and more! 

WATCH, LEARN AND INTERACT 

¢ Free demonstrations & workshops 

ay NS) Qn aloe ale LOIN A=). (Olo18K) 

¢ Meet the editors of Old-House Journal 

and Old-House Interiors 

SHOW HOURS 
Friday: Noon - 7pm 
Saturday: 10am - 69m 

Sunday: 10am — 46m 

$3 discount coupon available 

at www.oldhouselive.com 

or call (800) 782-1253



  

  

  

  
Plenty of period-friendly windows and doors meet t 

Looking to cut your energy costs and perhaps score a tax credit? 

    

  

Ye new 

standards, but so do interior storms. BY MARY ELLEN POLSON 

Energy Savings, and Period Too 
F YOUR HOUSE STILL HAS ITS orig- 

inal windows and doors, you 

probably aren’t going to replace 

them just to earn a tax credit. No 

doubt you are interested in ways to 

cut your energy bills, though, and 

that means tightening up around 

openings. 

As any member of the newly 

formed Interior Fenestration Coun- 

cil will tell you, it’s much cheaper, 

easier, and more energy efficient to 

install interior storm windows than 

to replace original sash. An interior 

storm window “gives you the same 

performance as a high-end replace- 

ment window,” says David Degling, 

owner of InnerGlass Systems, and a 

Council member. “Our windows 

at $250 are as effective as a $700 or 

$800 replacement window. And you 

get to keep that original window. 

You're saving history.” 

It may come as a bit of a sur- 

prise that a tried-and-true preserva- 

tion technology like interior storm 

windows are already eligible for en- 

ergy tax credits, given the building 

market’s emphasis on replacement 

windows. That’s because the new 

standards essentially boil down to 

the number of layers between the 

inside of a window and the exterior, 

Degling says. Every layer of glazing, 

whether it’s glass or acrylic, is equal 

to about R 1, [text cont. on page 74] 

TOP: Despite the amount of glass, these triple-glazed French doors from JELD-WEN 

could qualify for Federal energy tax credits. FROM TOP RIGHT: A solid wood door 

from Yesteryear’s Vintage Doors & Millwork; an interior storm window by 

Climate Seal; and period-friendly windows by JELD-WEN. 
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Shutter & Garage 
Hardware by Acorn. 
Quality @ Craftsmanship forged together for a lifetime. 

    

    
etORy 1.800.835.0121 

www.acornmfg.com 
Acorn Manufacturing Co,,Inc. 

For a FREE Acorn catalog, call & request catalog DCSO7A. 

XS       
  

Architectural 
omponents 

ee 

Museum Quality 18" and 19" 
Century Architectural Millwork 

Following historic designs and using 

traditional joinery we create reproduction 

millwork: windows, doors, entryways, 

mouldings, and more. 

=) 
ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS, INC. 

26 Nort Leveretr Roap 
Monrtacug, MA 01351 

413-367-9441 ® brochure $5.00 

www.architecturalcomponentsinc.com   

A&ABATRON 

Wood Restoration 
System 

Permanent e Professional ¢ Cost-effective 

  

“gs. LiquidWood® WoodEpox® 
aa A deep penetrating wood con- A non-shrinking struc- 

solidant that regenerates and water- tural adhesive paste that 
proofs rotted, dried out or spongy _fills and rebuilds missing 
wood by restoring structural strength sections of wood. Easily 
and integrity to wood fibers. sawn, sanded and nailed. 

a 
——— ar \a_ a! 

From this .....-.---+---.+.++ » to this, in 3 easy steps! 

Repairs wood anywhere, inside or out 
Windowsills, columns, capitals, doors and frames, clapboards, shutters, stairs, 

moldings, balustrades, decks, floors, timbers, furniture, artifacts and much more. 

      
Specified for over two decades by US government and 
state agencies, architects and restoration professionals 
for restoration of our nation’s buildings and historic 
sites. Adopted by homeowners for performance, safety 
and ease of use. 

ABATRON, Inc. 
800-445-1754 
262-653-2000 
www.abatron.com 

() nce you've seen the 
L difference Restoration 

Glass® makes, no historical 

restoration will look 

authentic without it 
= The world’s finest mouth-blown window glass 

v3 7 } 

found in our country’s most prestigious 

restorations, including the White House, 

Mount Vernon and Monticello, BEN2QHEIM 
SINCE 1927 

Bendheim East 

800 221-7379 

Subtle imperfections allow historically 

accurate detailing of homes, buildings, 

Bendheim West Ure RMU is 

800 900-3499 Made exclusively for Bendheim by Germany's Glashiitte Lam 

restorationglass.com and hand selected to ensure only the finest quality.   
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WINDOWS 
é DOORS 
These companies offer period friendly doors and 

windows that include options from double and 

triple glazing to Lo-E and argon-filled glass. 

® ADAMS ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS (888) 

285-8120, adamsarch.com ® 

ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS (413) 367- 

9441, architecturalcomponentsinc.com 

® ARCHITECTURAL TRADITIONS (520) 574- 

7374, architecturaltraditions.com 

® BELISLE (866) 851-5113, belislewin 

dows.com ® BERGERSON CEDAR WINDOWS 

(800) 240-4365, bergersonwindow. 

com ® COYLE LUMBER & MILLWORK (71 7) 

243-4124, coylelumber.com ® JELD-WEN 

(800) 535-3936, jeldwen.com ® HEART- 

WOOD FINE WINDOWS & DOORS (800) 321- 

8199, heartwoodwindowsanddoors. 

com ® MAURER & SHEPHERD JOYNERS (860) 

633-2383, msjoyners.com ® WOODSTONE 

(800) 682-8223, woodstone.com 

  

DOOR Specialists 
Look for solid wood doors and high efficiency 

decorative glazing from these manufacturers. 

= CRAFTSMAN DOORS (866) 390-1574, 

craftsmandoors.com ® CRAFTSMAN 

INTERIOR DOORS (800) 405-2233, 

cmicompany.com ® DESIGNER DOORS 

(800) 241-0525, designerdoors.com 

® HAHN'S WOODWORKING (908) 722-2742, 

hahnswoodworking.com ® HISTORIC 

pooRS (610) 756-6187, historicdoors. 

com ® INTERNATIONAL DOOR & LATCH (888) 

686-3667, internationaldoor.com 

® LYNDEN DOOR (800) 631-DOOR, 

lyndendoor.com #® MADAWASKA DOORS 

(800) 263-2358, madawaska-doors.com 

= YESTERYEAR’S VINTAGE DOORS & MILLWORK 

(800) 787-2001, vintagedoors.com 

  
  

JELD WEN 
WINDOWS & DOORS 
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ABOVE: A custom-made interior storm 

window from InnerGlass Window Sys- 

tems; an exterior storm with period-style 

trim from Mon-Ray. LEFT: Double glazing 

with Lo E film helps a window reflect 

the hot rays of the sun during summer. 

In cold weather, the reverse is true: the 

film—in essence, a heat mirror—reflects 

warm air back into the interior, while the 

insulated glazing helps prevent cold air 

from penetrating. 

STORMS, SCREENS. INSULATION G& Window Repair 
The following companies offer alternatives to full window or door replacement, from sash restoration materials (wood and glass restoration) 

to storm windows and doors. 

® ABATRON (800) 445-1754, abatron.com ® ARTISAN GLASS WORKS (410) 366-0300, agwglass.com ® BENDHEIM (800) 221-7379, 

restorationglass.com ® BLENKO GLASS (877) 425-3656, blenkoglass.com ® ALLIED WINDOW (800) 445-5411, invisiblestorms.com 

® CLIMATE SEAL (877) 773-7379, climateseal.com = COPPA WOODWORKING (310) 548-4142, coppawoodworking.com ® CUMBERLAND 

WOODCRAFT (800) 367-1884, cumberlandwoodcraft.com ® INNERGLASS WINDOW SYSTEMS (800) 743-6207, stormwindows.com 

® MON-RAY (800) 544-3646, monray.com ® POMPEI & CO. (781) 395-8867, pompeiglass.com # SPENCERWORKS (402) 499-7848, 

spencerworks.com #® TOUCHSTONE WOODWORKS (330) 297-1313, touchstonewoodworks.com ® WALSH HOME IMPROVEMENTS (866) 

925-7479, walshhomeimprovements.com ® VICTORIANA EAST (856) 910-1887, victorianaeast.com 
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Have You Seen Our 

Other Publications? 

   

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

  

   Our Arts & Crafts 

Homes quarterly celebrates 

the revival of quality and crafts- 

manship. Each issue offers 

intelligent writing and beautiful 

‘The companion volume to 
designcentersourcebook.com 

beet at C hC stds 3 

photographs on every page. And IB) AS(einy CENTER 
there’s lots of expert advice for 

those furnishing a home in the NV 

A&C spirit. To subscribe for just 

$24 per year, call (800) 967-3462, 

or visit artsandcraftshomes.com 

Now in its sixth year, Early 

Homes is a bi-annual 

special edition that focuses 

on the period 1700-1850 and \ ‘georgian am 
‘ 5 ; 7 . y decorati 
its revivals, including Colonial +h Be iace upd 

and Neoclassical design. Each pay stoveséinse § 

issue contains lavish photos 

and plenty of product sources. 

Complete your collection today. 

Order Early Homes issues for 

$6.95 each, shipping included. 

Our Design Center 
Sourcebook is the 
definitive guide to period- 

inspired home products — 

a well-illustrated book chock- 

full of dependable sources. 

  

    

The market for period-inspired 

NAME (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) products is bigger than ever 

ADDRESS olf) CL om Aa oR elt) 

kind of architectural and interior 

decorating, consider purchasing 

MASTERCARD VISA AMEX (CIRCLE ONE) the Design Center Sourcebook. 

Pa as as tea | e dt | ele e Y |] bo g It's 250 pages of beautiful period 

products in full color, with editori- 

SIGNATURE: (reauireo) EXPIRATION DATE: fe al guidance, articles, and company 

listings, all nice and linear. Fill out 

  

  

  
CITY/STATE/ZIP   
  

Which Early Homes editions would you like to order? PLEASE CHECK: 
3SPRING 2004. OSUMMER 2005 OSPRING 2006 GFALL/WINTER 2006 the coupon, or order online at: 

SUMMER 2007. OWINTER 2007 2 SUMMER 2008 WINTER 2008 designcentersourcebook.com 

QSUMMER 2008 UWINTER 200 A 
s (avanaste in June) (AVAILABLE IN —— $1 9.95 includes shipping. 

To order the latest Design Center Sourcebook, PLease CHECK: 

436TH EDITION DESIGN CENTER SOURCEBOOK 

Mail this coupon to: 

Home Buyer Bookstore, 4125 Lafayette Center Dr., Ste. 100, 

Chantilly, VA 20151, or call (800) 850-7279 
   



va oe, 
FR ot 

Lae Enel a) i 
Custom Historical Tile 

11416 Otter Creek South Road 

Mabelvale, AR 72103 

501.455.1000 
* Hexagon 

* 3/4” Square 

¢ ...all other historical sizes! 

Visit our Web site 

www.restorationtile.com 

  

BRADFORD 
WOODWORKING 
  

A eerccan 
= . 4 610-584-1150 

www. 100percentblast.org 
www.bradfordwoodworking.com   
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an indicator of the thermal value of 

the window. If you’ve already got an 

existing single pane window, you can 

meet the required R value (2.84), by 

adding an interior storm sash plus a 

lo E coating. (Lo E coatings, which 

turn glass into a heat mirror, weigh 

in at about R .9, Degling says.) 

Installing any kind of interior 

storm window will likely reduce 

your heating and cooling bills by 

30% to 60%, depending on wheth- 

er the existing window is single or 

double glazed, says Matthew Petit, 

master distribu- 

tor for Climate 

Seal. The com- 

pany’s product, 

which is made 

of acrylic and 

seals magneti- 

cally, is undergoing thermal testing 

in order to qualify for the new en- 

ergy credits. 

For makers of replacement 

windows, the new standard also 

means they must go beyond double 

glazing with an air space between 

the two panes—the old gold stan- 

dard of window efficiency that usu- 

ally qualified a window for an Ener- 

gy Star rating. They must also meet a 

slightly higher standard than the one 

for storm windows (the equivalent 

of R 3). 

To meet the new standard, 

replacement windows usually must 

offer triple glazing or a combina- 

tion of double glazing, Lo E film, 

and inert gas between the panes that 

adds up to R 3. Manufacturers are 

scrambling to create window pack- 

ages that qualify. 

JELD-WEN, which has long 

offered Energy Star-rated options, 

has come up with something called 

an “Energy Saver Plus” package. 

Windows in this category are not 

only double glazed, the inside of 

Manufacturers are scrambling 

to create window packages that 

qualify for the new tax credits, 

which are good through 2010. 

each pane gets a Lo E coating, and 

the air space between is filled with 

argon rather than air, says Brian Hed- 

lund, a product marketing manager 

for JELD-WEN. When configured 

correctly, Hedlund says, more than 

90 percent of JELD-WEN windows 

can be configured to qualify for the 

tax credits. 

So how much more will these 

tax-credit worthy windows cost you 

compared to a typical double-glazed 

window? JELD-WEN estimates an 

increase of between $1.06 and $3.05 

per square foot. 

That may not 

sound like a lot, 

but it adds up 

to $50 to $65 

per window for 

typically sized 

units. If your house has 30 windows, 

the additional cost could easily reach 

$1,500 —equivalent to the maxi- 

mum energy credit refund. Never- 

theless, if your original windows or 

doors are long gone, the tax credit 

may be just be the incentive you 

need to replace them with new, pe- 

riod-appropriate units. 

While most of JELD-WEN’s 

steel and fiberglass doors meet the 

new standards, the only wood doors 

that do so are its top-of-the-line cus- 

tom wood doors. Although it seems 

counter-intuitive, glazing can actu- 

ally improve a door’s energy rating, 

provided any glass inserts are double 

or triple paned. A tighter fit and im- 

proved weather stripping can boost 

the door’s efficiency, too. If you 

are loath to part with your original 

door, a little weather stripping will 

go a long way toward tightening the 

seal against the elements. + 

For more about the new Federal tax 

credits for home improvements, visit 

energystar.gov
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Historically Accurate 
Windows and Doors 

Traditional and Combination 
Storms Windows, Screens, 

and Storm Doors, 

Window Units, Window Sash 
with True Divided Lites, 

Interior and Exterior Doors 

Individually handcrafted to your 

specifications. Quick turnaround. 

Cost? Less than you think. 

Call 1-888-285-8120 to 

speak with one of our specialists, 

or request a quote on our website 

www.AdamsArch.com 
  

Members of: AWI ¢ NAWBO ¢ National Trust 

  

  

Helping People Build Beautiful 
Country Places Since 1974! 

eons POST oy ae ve Hs 
rents iE Gite SHENG et reaee luna Seta 7 

: Sort ees eat SD ge Bessa Pa PHD ie   

St a SS ie 
1231 Paraiso Ave., San Pedro, CA 90731 

310.548.4142 www.coppawoodworking.com   
  

      
sales@climateseal.com *« www.climateseal.com 

“Preserving 
America’s 
Historic 

Properties 
and Their 
Windows!” 

Climate 
SEAL 
@ Magnetic interior storm 

window for maximum 
efficiency and easy removal! § 

  

  

     

    

                  

        

     

  

     

@ Helps maintain the integrity 
“ent improves the efficiency 
of your existing windows. 

@ 40-60% improved thermal 
efficiency. 

@ Rapid payback through 
energy cost savings. 

  

@ Elimination of drafts and 
condensation. 

@ 50-80% sound reduction 
from the exterior. 

@ Filters harmful ultra-violet 
light to protect against sun 
damage and fading. 

  

    
@ Custom colors, shapes and 

designs are the standard, 

@ Extensive dealer & installer 
network available or DIY 
approved. 

877-773-7379 
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NEVER BORING 

MOST OF THE house magazines have 

“a look” —you know, a similar style 

in every article. I prac- 

tically gasped when I 

flipped from the “Vic- 

torian Passion” article 

directly to that spread 

called “Machine Age 

in Manhattan” [April 

2009]. Such different 

lifestyles (each consis- 

tent in its design and 

details, though). I don’t think [ll 

ever get bored looking at what you 

pick for publication! 

—CASEY JOHNSTON 

Miami, Florida 

OLD RADIATOR QUESTIONS 

CAN YOU LET ME KNOW of any com- 

panies that make metallic paints for 

old cast-iron radiators? I assume they 

have to be heat resistant paints; I’m 

having no luck sourcing this in me- 

tallic bronze. 

—GERRY NICHOL 

Philadelphia, Penn. 

I have it on good authority from the own- 

ers of an 1887 Queen Anne in Lam- 

bertville, N.J., that the answer is Krylon 

metallic spray paint (yes, the stuff that 

sells for $3 or less per can). Ron and Lou 

chose gold spray paint for the downstairs 

radiators, and silver paint for the one 

featured in the bathroom on p.26. The 

paint is still in great condition, although 

they applied it years ago. 

Before you paint, prep the surface. 

For metal, Krylon suggests removing 

any loose rust or chipping paint with a 

wire brush, rought sandpaper, or chemi- 

cal rust remover. Remove oil with a de- 
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greaser or denatured alcohol. Lightly sand 

the surface if previously painted, and re- 

move dust with a tack cloth. Apply mul- 

tiple light coats of paint for 

best results. 

—MARY ELLEN POLSON 

HAVE YOU RUN articles on 

modern hot-water radia- 

tors (not baseboard heat- 

ers), either to replace old 

ones or to use in a new old 

house? 

—JANET SWITZER 

Beulah, Colo. 

Yes: dig up February 2008, “Warm Up 

Complete,” p. 36; and February 2007, 

“Warmth Where You Want It,” p. 36. 

See also companies listed under Heating 

& Cooling in the House and Garden 

section at our designcentersourcebook.com 

—MARY ELLEN POLSON 

CELEBRATING ARTISANS 

WE ARE GREAT FANS of your magazine, 

especially the Early Homes issues! We 

are Lee and Judy Marks, long-time 

antiques dealers and owners and 

promoters of the Country Folk Art 

Festival Americana shows (now in 

THE COTSWOLDS IN YONKERS 
I HAVE BEEN a happy subscriber for years, and I have used many of your 

resources and advertisers as we give a face-lift to our 100-plus-year-old English 

Cottage in Yonkers, New York. My house is included on this year’s historic 

house tour so we’re especially motivated! (Four grandchildren of our house’s 

builder will be attending the tour.) —-BARBARA BRIAN, Yonkers, New York 

    Park Hill is a three- 

square-mile enclave 

in Yonkers, New York, 

overlooking the Hud- 

son River. Developed 

between 1899 and the 

1930s, it boasts Colonial 

Revival, bungalow-era, 

Tudor, and English 

Arts & Crafts houses. 

  
  



AUTHENTIC WOOD INTERIOR & EXTERIOR STYLES IN 

RED CEDAR ~ POPLAR =~ BASSWOOD 

a OnE 
a ae 

aerr2 

TRADITIONS 
A resource of renovators, 

restorers, builders and designers 

for the preservation of historic 
properties and antiques 

August 7-9, 2009 

ee NI 

SHUTTERCRAFT, INC. - MADISON, CT. 
» ANTIQUES 
i FESTIVAL 
E 

RRO aM aR ma em 

Maine's LARGEST Antiques Show 

UNION FAIRGROUNDS 
UNION, MAINI 

Featuring nationally renowned authorities 

in historic preservation in addition to 

hundreds of antique dealers 

www. MaineAntiqueFest.com 

207-221-32108 

B44 
: Xv iev ay 
‘ ENDLESS 

G SERVICE! CUTOUTS! caLt (203) 245-2608 
www.shuttercraft.com 

  

Architectural = emer 

orn ole 

installed baseboard 

reread units 

| www.radiantwraps.com 
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Fine Victorian Antique Hardware & Reproductions 

    

3 2 is Our Specialty! 

   
  Neg 4 e. 
rise -       Check out our 50% Off 

Summer Sale! 

  

Contact@CharlestonHardwareCo.com   
     

Victorian Hardware 

866.958.8626 © www.CharlestonHardwareCo.com 

SPENCERWORKS"™ 
EET LAUR eRe eee 

SpencerWorks” All-Season 

Hanging Storm Window” 

  

AAMA Tested + Patented Design 

Combination Wood Storms 

Traditional Storms and Screens 

Custom Built + Any Shape or Size 

  

7165S. 4th St. + Lincoln NE 68508 

(402) 499-7848 
e-mail info@spencerworks.com 

www.spencerworks.com   
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Exterior ; a cottage O° 

: 9° restored > an Arts oS 

& Crafts ; 20s 

; the 

Period fences; a house 

in Nantucket; travel in Maryland; 

Greek Revival rescue. 

Old-House Interiors brings you period 

decorating advice, historic homes, inter- 

pretive rooms, kitchens and baths, the 

best products and furnishings, 

six times a year. Just $29.95. 

Reach this audience of intelligent 

designers and owners, actively 

seeking products and services for their 

historic or fine-traditional homes. 

Call for a media kit and rates. 

CLCAG OU UE Cen         
        

      

     

Door Handles | Locks 

Strap Hinges (functional & faux) 
” Forged Steel, Bronze & Copper 

Kitchen & Hearth | Garage & Barn 

Repairs/Restoration / Reproduction 

Truly Hand Forged / Made in the USA 

Kayne & Son 
Custom Hardware 

100 Daniel Ridge Read, Dept OWI, Candler, NC 28715 
828.667.8868 Catalogs $5.00 
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their 27th year). At our spring show 

at the Kane County Fairgrounds in 

St. Charles, Illinois, we had a good 

crowd and wonderful dealer sales— 

in spite of the horrendous economic 

situation. Many enthusiastic buyers 

once again expressed their loyalty to 

our shows, and their [intention] to 

purchase authentic reproductions of 

American antique furniture and ac- 

cessories, contemporary folk art, and 

historic crafts. 

We listened with great inter- 

est to the award-winning artisans 

and craftsmen who have been with 

us for many years, as they expressed 

their frustration at the lack of support 

that they are receiving in the na- 

tion’s decorator magazines. [Some] 

have gone down a completely differ- 

ent path, mainly featuring “cutesy” 

crafts and a confusing hodge-podge 

of decorating themes that seem to 

change every two or three months! 

The reproduction and histori- 

cal craft industry is at a critical junc- 

ture. Many artisans have been forced 

to leave the business or take part- 

time jobs and drastically cut back 

their production. “Out of sight, out 

of mind” applies here, as lack of cov- 

erage has had a detrimental effect on 

artisans. 

We’ve been working hard 

to bring young buyers back to our 

HISTORIC HOUSEFITTERS CO. 

  

18™ CENTURY PERIOD LIGHTING 

‘+ Wall Lanterns 
* Post Lanterns 

* Interior Sconces 
* Chandeliers 

  
¢ Antique Tin, 

Copper & Brass 
Large Inventory 

¢ Custom Work 

Also, the finest in Hand-Forged Iron 

Hardware, Period Knob & Leversets, 

Pewter, Tin & Redware and 

Much More. 

Send $5.00 for our 64-page 
color catalog. 

PO. Box 26, Dept. 6069 
Brewster, N.Y, 10509 

800-247-4111 
www historichousefitters.com 

        

  
  
  

shows, and we’re encouraged. Com- 

ments from these young people are 

most interesting: many of them say 

they are getting sick of the Pot- 

tery Barn, Ikea, and Crate & Barrel 

look, as well as the overabundance 

of spray-painted white furniture. 

To differentiate their décor, they’re 

beginning to mix antiques, folk art, 

and reproductions just as our earlier 

show patrons did back in the 1980s 

and 1990s. 

We thoroughly enjoyed your 

focus features on the very talented 

Hope Angier and author Ann Eck- 

ert Brown. Please do give additional 

consideration to expanding your 

coverage of top artisans and crafts- 

men. We are all in this together. 

—LEE & JUDY MARKS 

Country Folk Art Festival 

Glen Ellyn, Illinois 

OLD & FAITHFUL 

THIS CURRENT issue of Early Homes is 

exceptional! It gets better with each 

issue and you remain true, no deviat- 

ing. Much appreciated. 

—JOANNE PHILPOT 

Wayne, N.J. 

Early Homes is a special twice-a-year 

edition from OHI, available on news- 

stands in June and October. Learn more 

at oldhouseinteriors.com —LORI VIATOR 

  
  

CHARLES P. ROGERS ¢ EST.1855 

    WOOD, LEATHER, BRASS & IRO! ° 
EUROPEAN LINEN & PRIMA COTTON BEDDING 
FREE CATALOG AND-SALE PRICE LIST. 
1-866-845-5946 * www.charlesprogers.com      



TRADITIONAL BUILDING 
EX HOB TT TO NAN. DC. ONE EB RE N-Cce 

  

The Traditional Building Exhibition and 
Conference is the largest, most comprehensive 
learning and networking event for people who love 
old houses and period interiors. 

Choose from 65 seminars, workshops, architectural 
tours and craftsmanship demonstrations on topics 

such as historic architecture, old house restoration/ 
renovation, period interior design and landscape design. 

See 150 exhibits of historically accurate, authentic, 
high-end, one of a kind, old house and “new old 
house” building products. Shop the exhibition hall 
free or attend seminars and exhibits, affordably. 

Join your fellow old-house enthusiasts and traditional 
building professionals for new products, education 
and inspiration. Come to Baltimore this October! 

For more information 

To register: www+traditionalbuildingshow.com 
or call Carolyn Walsh 781.779.1560 

Exhibitor inquiries: adelargy@restoremedia.com 
or call Anita Delargy 866.566.7840 

Speaker inquiries: jhayward@restoremedia.com 
or call Judy Hayward 802.674.6752 

Restore Media LLC 

1054 31st Street, NW, Suite 430 

Washington, DC 20007 

45 Main Street, Suite 705 

Brooklyn, NY | 1201 

www.traditionalbuildingshow.com 

  

BALTIMORE 
CONVENTION CENTER 
CONFERENCE: OCTOBER 21-24 

EXHIBITION: OCTOBER 23-24  



These excellent companies have placed 
advertisements in this issue; page 

tee ee ea 
by phone or through their websites. 

Please let our advertisers know 

you found them through 
Old-House Interiors! 

  

Abatron pg. 71 
(800) 445-1754 abatron.com 

Acorn Manufacturing pg. 71 
(800) 835-0121 acornmfg.com 

Adams Architectural Wood Products pg. 75 
(888) 285-8120 adamsarch.com 

Affordable Antique Bath & More pg. 25 
(888) 445-2284 bathandmore.com 

Aga Ranges pg. 11 

(800) 650-5775 heartlandapp.com 

American Restoration Tile pg. 74 
(501) 455-1000 restorationtile.com 

Americana pg. 17 

(800) 269-5697 shutterblinds.com 

Andersen Ceramics pg. 42 
(512) 921-4771 andersenceramics.com 

Architectural Components pg. 71 
(413) 367-9441 

Arts & Crafts Homes And The Revival pg. 67 
(800) 967-3462 artsandcraftshomes.com 

Barber Wilsons & Co. Ltd. pg. 9 
(800) 727-6317 barwil.co.uk 

Bathroom Machineries pg. 31 
(800) 255-4426 deabath.com 

Bendheim pg. 71 
(800) 221-7379 originalrestorationglass.com 

Bradbury & Bradbury Art Wallpapers pg. 25 
(707) 746-1900 bradbury.com 

Bradford Woodworking pg. 74 
(610) 584 1150 bradfordwoodworking.com 

Carreaux du Nord pg. 42 

(920) 553-5303 carreauxdunord.com 

Charles P. Rogers & Co. Inc. pg. 78 
(866) 845-5946 charlesprogers.com 

Charleston Gardens pg. 18 
(800) 469-0118 charlestongardens.com 
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(800) 245-7742 classicaccents.net 

Classic Gutter Systems pg. 42 
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(877) 773-7379 climateseal.com 

Columbus Wood Products pg. 29 
(614) 917-2700 columbuswoodproducts.com 
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Coppa Woodworking pg. 75 
(310) 548-4142 coppawoodworking.com 
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(877) 925-4448 dahlhaus-lighting.com 
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(800) 792-2093 decoratorssupply.com 
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(978) 283-3200 earlyhomes.com 
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(800) 836-8746 frigodesign.com 
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(877) FROGTAPE frogtape.com 
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(800) 585-5636 greenmountainsoapstone.com 
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(800) 760-3278 h-b-m.com 
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(610) 756-6187 historicdoors.com 
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(888) 558-2329 historichouseparts.com 

House of Antique Hardware pg. 17 
(888) 223-2545 hoah.biz 

Howard Products Inc. pg. 33 
(800) 266-9545 howardproducts.com 

Innerglass Window Systems pg. 81 
(800) 743-6207 stormwindows.com 

Kayne & Son Custom Hardware pg. 78 
(828) 667-8868 customforgedhardware.com 

Kemiko Decorative & Industrial Coatings pg. 32 
(800) 875-4596 kemiko.com 

Kennebec Company pg. 25 
(207) 443-2131 kennebeccompany.com 

King's Chandelier pg. 18 
(336) 623-6188 chandelier.com 

Laurelhurst Fan Company pg. 17 
(971) 570-3131 laurelhurstfancompany.com 

M. Teixeira Soapstone pg. 18 
(877) 478-8170 soapstones.com 

Maple Grove Restorations pg. 41 
(860) 742-5432 maple-grove.com 

Mason & Wolf Wallpaper pg. 15 
(732) 866-0451 mason-wolf.com 

Materials Unlimited pg. 18 
(800) 299-9462 materialsunlimited.com 

  

Maurer & Shepherd Joyners pg. 81 
(860) 633-2383 msjoyners.com 

Mercury Mosaics pg. 39 
(612) 250-3299 mercurymosaics.com 

Meredith Collection / Ironrock pg. 32 
(330) 484-1656 meredithtile.com 

Meyda Tiffany pg. 21 

(800) 222-4009 meyda.com 

Mitchell Andrus Studios pg. 21 
(908) 647-7442 mitchellandrus.com 

Motawi Tileworks pg. 33 
(734) 213-0017 motawi.com 

Old Fashioned Milk Paint Co. pg. 31 
(866) 350-6455 milkpaint.com 

Old-House Interiors Design Center Sourcebook pg. 73 
(978) 283-3200 oldhouseinteriors.com 

The Period Arts Fan Company pg. 8 

(888) 588-3267 periodartsfanco.com 
The Persian Carpet pg. 3 
(800) 333-1801 persiancarpet.com 

Plankmaker pg. 39 
(800) 755-1789 wideplanking.com 

Primrose Distributing / Olde Century Colors pg. 31 
(800) 222-3092 oldecenturycolors.com 

PW Vintage Lighting pg. 13 
(866) 561-3158 pwvintagelighting.com 

Radiant Wraps pg. 77 

(973) 857-6480 radiantwraps.com 

RangeCraft Manufacturing pg. 40 
(877) RCHOODS rangecraft.com 

Real Milk Paint Co. pg. 29 

(800) 339-9748 realmilkpaint.com 

Reggio Register pg. 15 
(800) 880-3090 reggioregister.com 

Rejuvenation back cover 
(888) 401-1900 rejuvenation.com 

Renovator’s Supply pg. 21 
(800) 659-2211 rensup.com 

Sheldon Slate Products pg. 5 
(207) 997-3615 sheldonslate.com 

Shuttercraft pg. 77 
(203) 245-2608 shuttercraft.com 

SpencerWorks pg. 77 

(402) 499-7848 spencerworks.com 

Stickley, L. & J.G. inside front cover 

(315) 682-5500 stickley.com 

Subway Ceramics pg. 15 
(888) 387-3280 subwaytile.com 

Sunrise Specialty Co. inside back cover 
(510) 729-7277 sunrisespecialty.com 

Terra Firma Ltd. pg. 41 

(803) 643-9399 terrafirmaarttile.com 

Touchstone Woodworks pg. 81 
(330) 297-1313 touchstonewoodworks.com 

Trustworth Studios pg. 14 
(508) 746-1847 trustworth.com 

Valspar pg. 37 
(800) 845-9061 valspar.com 

Vintage Plumbing Bathroom Antiques pg. 31 
(818) 772-1721 vintageplumbing.com 

Vixen Hill pg. 39 
(800) 423-2766 vixenhill.com 

Wall Words pg. 29 
(888) 422-6685 wallwords.com 

YesterYear's Vintage Doors & Millwork pg. 14 
(800) 787-2001 vintagedoors.com  



Source lists are included with many of our articles. The editors 

have compiled this additional information. Items not listed are 

antique, no longer in production, or widely available. 

EE ne ee 

Victorian Conversion pp. 26-28 
Carpentry by Jeff Loux, Jeffs Workshop: 

215/736-2258 * Architect Michael Burns, 

Michael Burns Architects: 609/397-5508, 

michaelburnsarchitects.com * Salvage 

from Architectural Antiques: 215/795- 

2616, oldhomeparts.com * Lighting from 

Lighting: 609/397-8820, 

heritagelighting.com p. 26 Wall paint 

Sherwin Williams Aviary Blue, SW 6778; 

trim paint Benjamin Moore Cloud White, 

Heritage 

OC-130 * Radiator is antique, painted with 

Krylon spray: krylon.com p. 28 Wallpapers 

‘Claire’s Willow’ fill and ‘Eastlake’ Combo 

Border dado from Bradbury & Bradbury 

Art Wallpapers Victorian series: 707/746- 

1900, bradbury.com 

(ane ee 

The Skinny on Paint pp. 34-36 
Environmental coatings 

AFM Safecoat 619/239-0321, 

safecoatpaint.com Zero-VOC paints * Fine 

Paints of Europe 800/332-1556, fine- 

paintsofeurope.com Earth-friendly, low- VOC 

formulas « Mythic Paint 888/714-9422, 

mythicpaint.com Non-toxic, zero- VOC 

Milk paint 

Old Fashioned Milk Paint Co. 866/350- 

6455, milkpaint.com Chemically safe milk 

paint * Primrose Dist./Olde Century 

Colors 800/222-3092, oldecenturycolors. 

com Synthetic milk paint, acrylic latex paint 

¢ Real Milk Paint Co. 800/339-9748, 

realmilkpaint.com Natural milk paint 

Traditional Paints/Low VOC 
C2 Paint/The Coatings Alliance 

888/989-4888, c2color.com LoVo (low- 

VOC) paint in 496 colors; 18x 24-in. paint 

samples * Farrow & Ball 212/752-5544, 

farrow-ball.com Traditional palette in original 

formulations ¢ Historic Colors of Amer- 

ica 813/655-1449, californiapaints.com 

Historic Colors of America Collection * Lord & 

Evans 843/722-1056, lordandevans.com 

Historic Colors of Charleston palette * Pratt & 

Lambert 800/289-7728, prattandlambert. 

com “Green” latex paints; Williamsburg pal- 

ette * Valspar 800/845-9061, valspar.com 

ES a ae eee 

Church-mouse Victorian pp. 44-51 
Straw Hill Windsor Chairs, Peter 

Scheffer, Claremont, NH: 603/863-6348, 

strawhillwindsorchairs.com 

A Dream Downeast pp. 52-57 
Joyce Jackson and Patrick Mealey are dedi- 

cated artists—Patrick a painter and Joyce a 

photographer. They’ve recently launched 

a line called The Tradition of the New: 

unique furniture, cabinets, boxes, mirrors, 

etc., a synthesis of folk art, antiques, and 

contemporary living. 

More historic photos of the house (anda 

storytellinglink) arepostedonthe Restoration 

page of the couple’s website. 207/853-9504, 

fineartistmade.com 

Also, many of the paintings in the house 

are by New York School painter Raymond 

Hendler. Joyce has been hard at work creat- 

ing a new website to foster education about 

this important mid-century American artist: 

raymondhendler.com 

    
   

Maurers&sShepherd 
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CUSTOM WOODWORKING 

17th and 18th 
> Century Millwork 

Windows, Doors & Entryways 

  

Garage Doors + Raised-Panel Walls 

Old Glass + Moldings 

Wide Pine Flooring 

Beaded & Feather Edge Boards 
Send $4.00 for catalog 

~~ 

Maurer & Shepherd Joyners 

122 Naubuc Avenue 

Glastonbury, Connecticut 06033 

(860) 633-2383 * www.msjoyners.com 
  

       
  

Screen & Storm Doors 
eam ° Mahogany 

* Custom Sizes 

* Tempered Glass 

© 55 Styles 

Touchstone 
Woodworks 

PO Box 112 
Dept OHI 

Ravenna OH 44266 

(330) 297-1313 

www.touchstonewoodworks.com     

www. Dahlhaus-Lighting.con 

TO yeahs 
RC ayiniiyy if 

EDR, since 1968. OF Visitus online for our New 

FREE 
86-pages Catalog 

Your specialist for high-end, custom made, 
exterior lighting and garden accessories. available 

online at     
    

1S Herman Drive , Simsbury, CT 06070 

www.stormwindows.com 

     

    
   

GLASS INTERIOR 
Storm Windows 

+ Qualifies for 30% Federal Tax Credit 

+ Maintain the charm & beauty of your 

existing windows 

+ Reduce heating & cooling bills up to 30% 

+ Eliminate drafts completely 

Greatly reduces outside noise 

+ Perfect for enclosing screen porches 

+ Easy no tool snap in & out     

    WINDOW SYSTEMS, LLC 
the better alternative 

1-800-743-6207 * FAX (860) 651-4789   
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> EREON ene 
¥VAGED COLUMNS WITH AN OPEN ROOF OF CEDAR CREATE A 

DRAMATIC ENTRY FOR THE SIDE GARDEN. THE 1890 GABLE-AND-ELL 

HOUSE IS IN THE GREEK REVIVAL VERNACULAR TRADITION. 

Y OLD HOUSE dates to 

1890. For a long time, 

I have salvaged archi- 

tectural millwork and built using 

salvage. In fact, I renovated the 

whole house using old millwork, 

panels, newel posts, railings, and 

much more. 

I was inspired to create a side 

garden gateway after I removed a 

rotted fence and hot tub. I’d seen 

a lovely example when I attended 

the historic-house tour in Marshall, 

tay 2 

Michigan. So, on the way home, I 

stopped at my favorite salvage source 

(in Kalamazoo) and found the set of 

slender columns. (Round columns 

are appropriate, as they match those 

on the wraparound porch and the 

pergola in my rear garden.) 

Over the winter I looked for 

ideas—and found a good one in 

your March 2003 issue, in an adver- 

tisement. By spring I was stripping, 

sanding, repairing, and painting the 

old columns. They now support 

  

  

(below) Our reader got ideas for 

a gateway from garden arcades 

pictured in this advertisement in 

Old-House Interiors, 2003. 

      

a cedar roof; the old fence posts 

became posts for antique lanterns. 

The assemblage looked especially 

lovely last winter, wrapped in gold 

lights and covered with snow. 

Your magazine is a great re- 

source and reference for my many 

projects. 

—SHARON MOSELER 

Grand Haven, Michigan 
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Classic Style . . . Timeless Romance 
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Essential beauty and romance complementing a range of styles... 

From Period and Arts & Crafts to contemporary and transitional. 

A full line of bathtubs, faucets, fixtures, waterclosets and pedestal lavs. 

Quality products crafted in Europe and hand-finished in the U.S. 

Cast iron, titanium based porcelain and hand-fitted, solid brass feet. 

Custom colors and AirBath options available. 

All from the leader in Period bathware, since 1972. 

SUNRISE ° SIPECTIAILADY 

sunrisespecialty.com * 510~729~7277  



 
 

 


